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“What is it that makes me, me? 

 It’s everything I’ll never let you claim me to be.”  

-  Lil Black boy. 
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Sûrat Al-Fâtihah (The Opening) 

All praise is due to Allah, the lord of the  

Worlds. 

The Beneficent, the Merciful. 

Master of the Day of judgement. 

Thee do we serve and Thee do we beseech for help. 

Keep us on the right path. 

The path of those upon him Thou hast 

Bestowed favors. Not (the path) of those upon 

Whom Thy wrath is brought down, nor of 

Those who go astray.  

- Qur’an  
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“Judge me, my God, and plead my cause against 

An unfaithful nation; 

Save me, from those who are deceitful 

And wicked. 

You are God, your essence is my stronghold. 

So why do you cast me off? 

Why must I go about mourning, 

Oppressed by the enemy? 

Send out your light and your truth! 

Let them lead me; 

Let them bring me to your holy mountain, 

To the place where you dwell. To your tabernacle 

So I shall go to the alter of God, 

To God, my joy and delight. 
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On the harp I will praise You, 

O God, our God. 

Why, have our souls been down casted? 

Why be so disturbed within us? 

Hope in God we shall 

In praise, we shall receive 

Our savior, our God.” 

Amen 

-Psalm 43 
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We could shatter this earth 

And it be no more 

Or we could take all that we love of this world 

And make many more 

Life is just as simple as that, creator 

So what is it that you choose to create? 

So much is depending on your hands 

Yet all is decided by your faith, and your fate 

Little children, do you see? Do you hear the little children? 

As they cry for mommy 

As they search for daddy 

Do you give them what they need? 

Maybe? Probably? 

Do you love for love? 

Or is it simply just a hobby? 

You could shatter this world 

And it be no more 

Or you could take all that you love 

And make many, many 

more. 
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The 12 Universal Laws:  

The universal laws, or natural law principles, are those which I believe to govern our universe, and 

is something which I follow. These are my 12 commandments per se. Before going further, I place 

these laws here to better help the reader understand my viewpoints which may come out as bias or 

unattainable. And to hopefully better help you understand situations within your own life. These 

12 laws were a part of my growth, so it is with no doubt that I include them in this. 

 

 

1. The Law of Divine Oneness 

The first out of the 12 universal Laws helps us to understand that we live in a world where 

everything is connected to everything else. Everything we do, say, think and believe affects 

others and the universe around us.  

2. The Law of Vibration  

 

This Law states that everything in the Universe moves, vibrates, and travels in circular patterns. 

The same principles of vibration in the physical world apply to our thoughts, feelings, desires, 

and wills in the Etheric world. Each sound, thing, and even thought has its own vibrational 

frequency, unique unto itself.  

 

3. The Law of Action  
 

The Law of Action must be applied in order for us to manifest things on earth. Therefore, we 

must engage in actions that support our thoughts, dreams, emotions and words.  

 

4. The Law of Correspondence  
 

This Law states that the principles or laws of physics that explain the physical world - energy, 

Light, vibration, and motion - have their corresponding principles in the etheric or universe. "As 

above, so below"  

 

5. The Law of Cause and Effect  
 

This Universal Law states that nothing happens by chance or outside the Universal Laws. Every 

action has a reaction or consequence and we "reap what we have sown."  

 

6. The Law of Compensation  
 

This Law is the Law of Cause and Effect applied to blessings and abundance that are provided 

for us. The visible effects of our deeds are given to us in gifts, money, inheritances, friendships, 
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and blessings.  

 

7. The Law of Attraction  
 

This Law demonstrates how we create the things, events, and people that come into our lives. 

Our thoughts, feelings, words, and actions produce energies which, in turn, attract like energies. 

Negative energies attract negative energies and positive energies attract positive energies.  

 

8. The Law of Perpetual Transmutation of Energy  
 

This 8 out of the 12 universal Laws is a powerful one. It states that all persons have within them 

the power to change the conditions in their lives. Higher vibrations consume and transform lower 

ones; thus, each of us can change the energies in our lives by understanding the Universal Laws 

and applying the principles in such a way as to effect change.  

 

9. The Law of Relativity  
 

This Law states that each person will receive a series of problems (Tests of Initiation) for the 

purpose of strengthening the Light within. We must consider each of these tests to be a challenge 

and remain connected to our hearts when proceeding to solve the problems. This law also teaches 

us to compare our problems to others' problems and put everything into its proper perspective. 

No matter how bad we perceive our situation to be, there is always someone who is in a worse 

position. It is all relative.  

 

10. The Law of Polarity  
 

This Law states that everything is on a continuum and has an opposite. We can suppress and 

transform undesirable thoughts by concentrating on the opposite pole. It is the law of mental 

vibrations.  

 

11. The Law of Rhythm  
 

This Law states that everything vibrates and moves to certain rhythms. These rhythms establish 

seasons, cycles, stages of development, and patterns. Each cycle reflects the regularity of God's 

universe. Masters know how to rise above negative parts of a cycle by never getting too excited 

or allowing negative things to penetrate their consciousness.  

 

12. The Law of Gender  
 

This last out of the 12 universal Laws states that everything has its masculine (yang) and 

feminine (yin) principles and that these are the basis for all creation. The spiritual Initiate must 

balance the masculine and feminine energies within herself or himself to become a Master and a 

true co-creator with God  
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The Genesis 

 

You may wonder what is it that authorizes me to be an author and scribe this. 

How do I know the things that I teach, and where is this knowledge coming from? I am 

not a teacher; I am a student of life and energy, and from the things I learn along my 

journey, I pass it forward to those whom my spirit instructs me needs it. My journey to 

becoming conscious was not an easy road; me learning what my purpose is and how I 

am supposed to pursue it was not an easy road. It took me going through a dark path 

and basically losing myself for me to be able to find myself. I had to be willing to lose 

myself, meaning that I had to become uncomfortable with a lifestyle that kept me 

bondage in a place where black men do not succeed, and where many do not make it out 

from. I’m not talking about the blocks in the hood where brothers roam starving every 

day and night, without a father, without a mother, and with hate for their own kind; I 

am referring to the blockage that has been implanted in us by the foods that we eat and 

the miss-education we receive of ourselves by teachers who don’t even know themselves. 

I am referring to the hunger to have the things which many of us have been denied; 

peace, freedom, justice, unity with our families, understanding of true love, and the 

understanding of our true selves. There were blocks set before me to keep me away from 

knowing who I am and who God is, and where God is within me. I did not know that I 

always knew his voice. 

I had to make sacrifices, I had to feel pain and allow pain to be, and I had to allow 

all the things that I had questioned or just couldn’t figure out like the stress, frustration 

& disappointment I encountered along my journey; I had to allow those things to be. So 

in essence, I had to embrace my flesh, understanding me in this physical world and my 

place in it. I realized that like many of us, perhaps even you, went through hardships at a 

young age, many of which may have seemed to have broken you down for a period of 

time. I learned that we went through those things at an early age because we are meant 

to be teachers for the next generation. We have to save the next generation not just from 

making the same mistakes as we did, but also from the same things we and even our 

parents went through.  
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WHY?  

 

WHEN I WALK INTO THE ROOM, I AM AUTHORITY. YOU WILL DO 

WHAT I SAY AND DO IT AS I SAY IT. THERE IS NO OVERRIDING ME, I 

AM SUPREME. I HAVE BEEN HERE FOR A LONG TIME AND WILL 

CONTINUE TO BE HERE LONG AFTER YOU ARE GONE. YOUR 

CHILDREN WILL COME TO ME AND THEY TOO WILL CALL ME 

FATHER, AND THEIR CHILDREN WILL CARRY ON TRADITION. I AM 

THE ONE WHOM YOUR FAITH & LOYALTY MUST BE PROVEN TO. I 

DECIDE WHO STAYS AND WHO GOES. FIND FRIENDSHIPS ENDING 

AND FAMILIES DIVIDING IN THE EFFORT TO BE ACCEPTED BY ME. I 

AM YOUR LORD AND MASTER. YOU MAY CALL ME MASTER.                        

–  I AM WHITE SUPREMACY 

 

BLACK MAN, WHY ARE YOU WRITING? HAVEN’T YOU GOTTEN 

ENOUGH OF NOT BEING HEARD? WHAT IS THIS MYSTERIOUS FORCE 

THAT KEEPS PUSHING YOU BLACK MAN? YOU’RE A FIGHTER; I’LL 

GIVE YOU THAT BUT AREN’T YOU WEAK? AREN’T YOU TIRED?  

YOU ARE DETERMINED TO DO SOMETHING THAT CANNOT BE DONE. 

DON’T YOU KNOW OF THOSE WHO CAME BEFORE YOU, THOSE WHO 

TRIED AND YET FAILED? OH, YOU ONE OF THEM SMART NIGGAS 

HUH? YOU THINK YO’ BLACK ASS HAS GOTTEN ALL THE ANSWERS 

DON’T YOU? HA, LET’S FLIP A COIN.  

HEADS, YOUR “PEOPLE” THAT YOU’RE SO EAGER TO “SAVE” OR 

“HELP” OR WHATEVER YOUR DAMN MISSION IS, WILL BE DENIED 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF NOT ONLY YOU, BUT ALSO ADHERENCE TO 

THE SO CALLED “TRUTH” YOU AND YOUR CONSCIOUS FAMILY TRIES 

TO BRING EM. THEY WON'T BE ABLE TO HEAR NOR SEE YOU. 

THEY’LL BE THE DEAF, DUMB & BLIND. SO NO MATTER HOW MUCH 

“TRUTH” YOU AND WHOEVER LIKE YOU TRIES TO PREACH, IT WON’T 
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MAKE A DAMN DIFFERENCE, YOU’LL ALL BE REJECTED. NOW 

TAILS? TAILS YOUR PEOPLE HEAR YOU, THEY SEE YOU, AND YOU 

EVEN GET A LARGE AMOUNT OF THEM TO FOLLOW YOU. YOU’LL GET 

BIG KID! ISN’T THAT WHAT YOU PEOPLE REALLY WANT? UNTIL ONE 

DAY, ONE OF THEM SHOOTS YOU. RIGHT THERE IN BETWEEN THE 

EYES; AND EVEN THOUGH IT CAME RIGHT AT YOU, YOU WERE 

UNABLE TO SEE IT COMING.  

SO YOU SEE BLACK MAN, YOU LOSE EITHER WAY. IF I WERE YOU I 

WOULDN’T WASTE MY TIME. MATTER OF FACT IF I WERE YOU, 

BLACK MAN, FOR THE BENEFIT OF MY FAMILY AND FOR MY OWN 

WELLBEING, I’D SWALLOW UP MY PRIDE; I’D PUSH MY TAIL RIGHT 

BACK TO WHERE IT NEEDS TO BE, AND I’D REMAIN A SLAVE… I 

MEAN SHIT, YOU GOING TO DIE ANYWAY. AT LEAST DIE WITH SOME 

WORTH ON YOU. 
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I'm the biggest hypocrite of 2016 

Once I finish this, witnesses will convey just what I mean 

I mean, it's evident that I'm irrelevant to society 

That's what you're telling me, penitentiary would only hire me 

Curse me till I'm dead 

Church me with your fake prophesyzing that I'mma be just another slave in my head 

Institutionalize manipulation and lies 

Reciprocation of freedom only live in your eyes 

You hate me don't you? 

I know you hate me just as much as you hate yourself 

Jealous of my wisdom and cards I dealt 

Black and successful, this black man meant to be special 

CAT scans on my radar bitch, how can I help you? 

How can I tell you I'm making a killin'? 

You made me a killer, emancipation of a real nigga 

- Kendrick Lamar “Blacker The Berry” 

 

Tell me, are you interested in the “Why” for what I am doing? Have you any real 

curiosity as to why I speak the way I do, operate the way I operate, and not give a damn 

about who feels indifferent? Of course, you do. You want to know why I am not what 

programmed me to be, and what you tell the world that I am. Do you care about where I 

am going? Of course, you do, that’s why the first chance you get you’re going to shoot me 

down. That is if Allah allows it. But Allah is not on the side of no man who operates his 

own justice with injustice. 

I look at where I come from; Brooklyn, New York; and I’m also black. You see, 

things were never designed to be easy for me. I’ve had many names flashed my way and 

a variety of identities placed upon me, but my physical frame is repellent.  

I’m unchangeable unless I decide to change. I’m unchangeable because of my 

name. I’m unchangeable until further notice from my instructor. I’m unchangeable by 

you because your hands didn’t craft this. I am who I am because of the way I stand, the 

way I walk, the way I write, the mind that I have and the one that you don’t. You see, the 

real purpose for my madness is this, I want liberation bih!  

I see a majority of my people in search of an individual that I too needed along 

my journey. An aid that I needed to help me grow into the man I am today, and whom 

I’m still growing to become. The individual who tells you what you don’t want to hear 

but need to hear, the individual who loves you not because you’ve done anything for 

them, but because you are a creation that is a part of them. I see that a majority of my 

people are unaware that they have already met this individual, this individual lies within 
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them. The people just need to be guided to where they can connect with this individual, 

and remain connected. 

 For me to love Allah I must love my people the same. I may be frustrated and 

disappointed with them at times but, due to my respect & love for the father and the 

family I know we can be, I restrain from hate and manage my emotions.  

I only hate one thing, and that is an injustice, which is of falsehood. I strive on my 

mission to remain to be one of many who helps guide my people and lead them away 

from falsehood. I strive to better myself so that I will remain further away from 

falsehood. When I slip, I accept correction. Justice is something that serves my soul. I 

am humbled by the experience I’ve had with others along this journey that I have so far 

had in life. I have learned so much through my interaction with my people. Being just is 

what keeps me connected to my source. I am not a perfect man; I am a brother like my 

brethren, and will show my brethren love as if my mother birthed him. I treat my sisters 

the same.  

I’m not supposed to be writing this. I get “awes” and “oh my God! Really?” When 

I tell people I’ve written or that I’ am writing a book. Why is it so hard for them to 

believe? If I wasn’t black would the people, then be as proud? It baffles me how as black 

kids we get celebrated for knowing our ABC’s while at the same time, white children are 

expected to be able to write essays. Society gets too amazed when a black person 

accomplishes something as if we were never expected to achieve in the first place. It’s 

like they want to make “being black” out to be a charity, and I’ve seen success in it so far. 

So you see, I’m not supposed to be writing, neither are you supposed to be reading; 

that’s why the attention span was programmed to maintain shorter.  

I’m not supposed to know the things that I know and you’re not supposed to hear 

them. As you’ve read, any work I do is supposed to be on the plantation. I should be at a 

club or at a house party right now “turnt”. I should be lying in bed with a fine lady 

smoking weed and drinking Hennessy. I should be studying for my next assignment, but 

nah, instead I’m writing this. A young black male besides living a toxic life? That instead 

he is strategically planning on ways to help not only his life but the lives of many.  

Any expectation out there for this? There should be. They should expect it. Black men 

are getting stronger. We are getting wiser. There has been a paradigm shift in the 

universe, the people are waking up. Welcome to the “Age of the Aquarius”. 
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White folks, look at your slaves 

They turnin on you. 

I know how it feels to feel like a people is really for you. 

I know how it feels like that woman you thought 

Was for you 

Like, you locked up, and your brother don’t ever call you 

Like you tryna wake a nation 

They grinning, while they applaud you 

All along 

Thought you knew who was really for you 

But all along they had a gun 

Just waitin to bust in on you.  

I know how it feels, I know how it feels. 

I’m sitting back here smiling like, yeah 

I know how it feels 

 

Expected? Of course not. I’m not expected, you’re not expected, our power 

although is known, is not expected. Many just expect history to repeat itself and for 

nothing to change or evolve. They expect black folk to stay “ignant”. I personally would 

hope that the world is not that ignorant. Then again as a WWE fan, I’ve always wanted 

to take part in a surprise appearance. I like shocking an audience, just to receive the 

reaction. So let it not be expected. But see, for us, not having to expect a reality is what 

makes society comfortable. I know many deniers of our liberation; I concentrate on 

energy and there are certain kinds of spirits you can make uncomfortable when you 

speak of the truth. I’m aware of the false teachers & leaders, and their hypnotized 

followers that speak against what was promised to us by God. The reason for that is 

simple, it’s fear. Fear of losing what their gods have given them, their earthy 

possessions, and the fear of losing their name. This fear is easily spotted. So instead of 

being expected, I’m writing this for the ones who sleep on the unexpected. And for those 

who always did expect it, sorry for the wait.  

 

Sincerely yours,  

The Asiatic Blackman, the 

maker, the owner, the cream of 

the planet Earth, father of 

civilization and God of the 

Universe. 
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There was once a world 

There was once a time where the planet received our attention, we had a connection. A 

time when we loved to look into the sky and debate whether or not it was really blue. 

There was once a time when we could communicate with the stars and identify other 

planets. 

There was once a time when we played in the grass, smelled the flowers, chase and flee 

from bees, and never thought about destroying a single tree. Now before you go calling 

my dream childish, just listen to me. I’m talking about a beautiful time when a 

community was home. Perhaps you’ll be able to better follow this image by looking at an 

old childhood memory of yours. 

There was once a time where we all hated being inside because outside, along with its 

beautiful prana, was where all life for us existed. It was a time when outside was the only 

place where you were able to see, meet, and interact with life. Yes, outside was a place, a 

place for harmony.  

In this time, being connected with the energy of the universe was everyone’s desire. A 

time when we were very familiar with the sun, and so our essence complimented its 

energy. 

There was once a time when there was no initiation, no special status, and no 

requirement needed for one to be considered family. Strangers sat with strangers, lovers 

among all lovers, love was brought unconditionally without a script. Humanity was 

family. 

In this time, people did nothing to avoid death, they just enjoyed life. Therefore, death 

never existed; to these people, only life happens. 

Nothing that could affect others was done in blind sight. The highest principles the 

people held was truth and loyalty, and they stood by it.  

In this dream I saw my mother, my father, I saw my grandparents to the great, I saw my 

family, and no one fought.  

I saw myself holding hands with a beautiful woman on an island until a voice called me, 

it sounded like a child and then…  

I can’t remember the rest… 
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Dream On 

"Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave, I am the dream and the 

hope of the slave. I rise. I rise. I rise." - Maya Angelou 

 

You are a highway in someone else’s journey, either you’re a short path, or the travels 

together are meant to be lasting. 

I like to believe that we are all here to change or inspire a life. Someone needs you 

to be alive. Imaging waking up with that being your first thought of the day, it’s 

inspiring, it’s motivating, and it reminds you that you serve a purpose. Selfishness is not 

a natural trait for a spiritual being, it is something acquired, it’s the carnal self. When I 

write and publish my work on either my blog or as a Facebook status, it is not so much 

to give light to myself but rather, share with someone words that can carry an energy to 

influence a positive shift in their life. Sometimes I write to shake up the devil in a few; as 

the seasons change the sermons follow.  

I could just write a journal and save it for my children. I could just embrace my 

talents for financial gain and personal welfare, but nah. My welfare is the creator and my 

faith is my alert system. My belief is in my people, and my trust is in the universe, I’m 

alright. My gift from God is not a gift that was meant for me to keep quiet, or to myself.  

The gift, of my strength. 

The gift, of my will.  

The gift, of fearlessness. 

The gift, of understanding.  

The gift, of sight.  

 

Many of the gifts that were fairly given to us all, I have found in myself. Many 

people choose not to use their gifts or they’ve never been guided to find them. This 

doesn’t mean they aren’t gifted; they just haven’t found the key. I am aware of my 

blessings so if I were to deny them, I would be betraying my purpose here. So please, 

don’t judge me. Just understand me.  

 

I come off strong because of my passion, I come off reluctant due to my 

frustration, and I know that I must focus on energy first. I come off hateful but that is 

never the case. Since a child I have always wanted to help people, I have no idea why I 

guess it’s just one of those things that're a part of you that you cannot be explained. It’s 

simply understood. I used to ask my mother thousands of questions about the bible and 
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have debates with preachers, as well as strong believers of the church on random 

scriptures. I remember when an older woman once said to me, “You’re going to grow up 

and try to challenge the world. I fear for those who will try to stop you, superman.”  

I’ve always wondered, could I be superman? “But he’s white,” is what I’d say to 

myself. “Isn’t it a crime to take the image of someone else and make it my own” I 

thought, “wouldn’t that be considered stealing?” What kind of person or what kind of 

people would do such a thing? I had the darndest thoughts as a child.  

 

I may not be your “superman”, but I’m not incompetent to my strength either. I 

don’t believe anyone with determination and will power are incompetent. But what is it 

that makes a man, a superman? How is one able to have been granted such an identity? 

Is it something worth being granted? I wonder. Some things that never changed from 

when I was a child are my “need for more” type questions. 

I’m a man who has always been interested in the truth regarding religion, life, 

and politics. Then I grew up and realized that two out of the three are bullshit. I’m a 

man who although is not confined to a religion, reads both the Koran and the Bible, 

taking what I receive to guide me along my journey. I also study the prophet known as 

Jesus the Christ. I’m the guy that when they said, “fuck a book, play some ball” went and 

grabbed the book and said, “fuck you and your balls” (pause). When I learned that my 

ancestors were denied from reading and writing, and when I heard the famous quote, “If 

you ever want to hide something from a black man, put it in the book”, it inspired me to 

go against a system. Don’t tell me I can’t do something and don’t tell me that I’m 

disabled to accomplish what I set my mind on. I’ll aggravate your soul a thousand times 

and turn your dreams into nightmares. Why? Because the truth was never too hard for 

me to understand. 

They didn’t have to tell me, I’ve been aware that God made me in his image and 

that I was born to show every denier and every tail-wagging believer that there is not a 

damn thing too impossible for a black man to do. I ‘am one of thousand across the globe 

who are an example of this. This is why I’m Apollo, this is why I’m Rohan, and this is 

why we are gods.  

Now call me crazy again, it’s the fuel to my madness. 

 

"Never underestimate the power of dreams and the influence of the 

human spirit. We are all the same in this notion: The potential for 

greatness lives within each of us." - Wilma Rudolph 
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Who Am I? Justice 

Who Am I? 

They call me N-I double G, ER 

If I aint in a cell, you can find me  

In the ER 

Dead on Arrival  

Who shot me? 

Murderers,  

They set free on arrival  

No question 

Jury texting during Judge sentence 

Judge beating off to my  

body pictures 

Shooters looking down 

at my body like 

He wouldnt listen  

Stupid nigga,  

showed him the badge 

And he wouldn’t get it 
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Basic nigga 

I should’ve listened  

What the fox say? 

I was nothing but a thug 

Bound to die by my own blood 

Anyway, just another slave 

In due time, it’ll fade, that’s the game 

First you get his kids, then his Queen 

Then it’s checkmate 

Damn 

Why they had to stick me for my skin color 

Damn 

Why I gotta be another 

Nigga to em 

Damn 

I doubt even Jesus can save us  

Niggas 

God bless 

And all I get from my president 

Is God bless, protect the innocent 

Let there be no more, same incident 

The sweet Lucy rhetoric 

I wonder 

Will he fall under? 

Once he’s outta the chair 

Will he crack and then 
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feel my mother’s pain 

Will they take one of his? 

I don’t wish death on no one 

My country been wanting  

Me gone  

Sheddin blood since I was born 

Home of the free, land of the brave 

Reapers off the sweat of the slaves 

Celebrate when mothers mourn 

Happy go lucky killers, they love 

Storms 

Bustin till they guns quiet 

Ambition to see me gone 

Successful, I clap for em 

I’ve done died many times 

Shots loud, hollows in the sky 

Cried many times  

Still my people snoring 

I wish I can dream still 

But it’s too much of a  

Cold world in dreamville  

Why we battling to be kings? 

Why everybody shouting out 

To be seen? 

You saw how I died, 

You saw them shots fired 
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Arms around my neck 

Chocking me to death 

I couldn’t breath  

In that cell, they hung me 

Put my blood on my own hands 

Get it?  

My own blood on my own hands 

I can’t lie 

I once shot my own man 

Turned on my own brother 

For money 

Lustin for honeys  

Stealing from bee hives 

So how do I expect to be seen 

In the devils eyes? 

Yeah I know how to stay alive 

Too bad I already died  

Justice! Justice! 

Where is the justice? 

Did I die just to die 

Or was it all a message? 

They call me  

Trayvon Sandra Mike Gardner Mcdonald 

My people thinking  

Consciousness Stops at leaving 

McDonalds 
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Debating over who’s from where 

Who knows what 

And how loud they can gather 

A cheer, 

How many sheep, How many sheep  

 Can they fill In a chair 

And here I am breathless 

I guess I gotta keep dyin 

Signs in the fog 

Guess God gotta keep tryin… 
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“Let your voice be heard and you will find 

that you have company.” 

 

-Apollo 
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These Jeans Don’t Fit Me 

            White Supremacy 

 

“The most dangerous period in the life of a black male is between the ages of 13 

and 25. This is the time period when many youths become disillusioned with school, get 

involved with drugs, and turn to a life of crime. All these activities contribute to the 

development of a permanent underclass with little or no hope for improvement for 

themselves or their future families.” 

- Anthony T Browdsr “From The Browder File”  

 

What does it mean to be a slave? How does a man become a slave and why am I 

unfit to be one? Well, the definition of a slave is a person, or “legal property” owned by 

another individual and is forced to obey them. What does it mean to be a slave? It is to 

not have a mind of your own. To be the subject of someone else’s jurisdiction and not 

know your own. It is to be incapable, but only because the mind is keeping that self-

perception in stable. When I look into the mirror, no matter the time of day or what kind 

of day it may have been for me, I fail to see the reflection of a slave. I would've been the 

most aggravating slave on the plantation, shit I’m terrible now. It’s very difficult for me 

to look into the eyes of another human being and say, “hello boss”.  

Unless you can transform water into wine or create a planet right before my eyes, 

I ‘am not announcing you as my master, nor am I accepting a God in your image. It’s 

just not happening, bro. Even my parents had a hard time telling me what to do growing 

up. It wasn’t like I disrespected them or anything, I loved and honored my parents, but 

they also honored my firm standing to have a mind of my own.  

I have much respect for my ancestors and I am too unapologetically defensive 

over my mind, body & soul, for me to just allow it to be someone else's profit. I am no 

component of a slave; my being, who I am, won’t allow it. My flesh may be bound to this 

earth, but what gives me breath is a property that can be claimed to naught. I’m unfit to 

be a slave because nobody owns my soul. I refuse to be a property serving another mans 

greed and pleasure. I’ am not that. I’m a spirit, I’m not a thing. I’m unfit because I am 

conscious of my mind, I know my body, and I am connected to the source that is my 

spirit. I’m unfit to be a slave simply because I say “No” …  
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No, I won’t bow down to you. 

No, you won’t deny me my rights. 

No, you cannot convince me that my life doesn’t matter. 

No, I will not accept you as my leader because I have only one master, who is the father 

of this universe. 

No, I will not remain quiet.  

No, I will not stop fighting. 

No, I will not be defeated.  

 

Seven clear “No’s” and I’m unfit to be any entities legal or illegal servant. I would 

gladly, with no hesitation, allow my soul to pass forward from this cycle before I ever get 

down on my knees and say, “Yes, I am yours. Whatever you say for me to do, I shall do, 

master.” If it is not God whom I am speaking to in this position, then I am an insane 

man and an enemy to my own people. Let it be known that I should indeed be set free of 

my misery before I disable another.   

 

“Everybody’s at war with different things… I’m at war with my own 

heart sometimes.” 

- Tupac Shakur 

 

I get judged quicker than I am understood, that’s normal when you’re different. If 

you’ve been on a “conscious” or “enlightening” journey, you know this to be true. A lot of 

people believe that I see myself as something that I have never claimed to be. Jesus, 

Malcolm reborn, savior of the black race… Although entertaining, it's quite sad to see 

how quick we are in identifying an individual who appears to be different than the rest. I 

get expectations thrown on me too like, I’m not expected to be human and I’m not 

expected to sin. I would love to meet the individual who is without sin, either they are 

the devil in disguise or an individual who can teach me the secrets I’ve yet to learn. Show 

me this man that is better than Christ. 

I think to myself, “Do I get expectations set upon me because I’m considered a 

conscious person?” What if we were all waking? Is that what the world needs? If so, then 

what is needed to attain the goal? Is knowledge enough anymore? Or do the people need 

more pain?  

It is imperative that we are aware and in knowing of who we are. Knowledge of 

Self enables one with the ability to truly connect with the knowledge of God; God being 
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our highest level of Consciousness. I’ve recognized some to refer to it as the over-self; 

depending on the language there are several names for it, but it’s all the same. It is a 

state which we must all ascend to if the goal is salvation. We must attain self-knowledge, 

self-realization, and self-actualization so that we are able to break out of the mind 

control that has kept many of us in the lower vibratory state of mind, and consciousness. 

The conscious is the bridge between the body and spirit; it is what brings us closest to 

our spirit. Before seeking to know anything that is external, know the mind first, seek 

the internal and you’ll find yourself in ways that you’ve never thought you’d appear.  

Bridges you either help build & maintain them. 

Or you light the fire that burns it down. 

 

Knowledge of self is what makes one unfit to be a slave by default. Any human 

suffering that has caused mass genocide or racial oppression saw success because the 

people were removed from their sovereignty. Languages and cultures were stripped 

from our practices, foreign religion was corrupt in its introduction, forced upon many. 

Families were separated and names were forgotten. It is not possible to literally own a 

man’s soul but it is possible to have him believe you do. Through the purging of his mind 

and the settlement of your own doctrine, you can own that man. Yet be aware, if that 

man is a self-aware being, a sovereign united with aspects of the higher consciousness, 

his carnal self is the only thing that an oppressor may be able to “oppress” in chains.  

Be aware, if one whom you have sedated does awake, his revenge will be the first 

highlight of your hell. 

 

It is interesting to know that the fall of man is in his own will to surrender what’s 

his. “Render onto Cesar what is Cesar’s, render onto God what is God’s.” Man must 

know who is God. I know what it’s like to feel powerless, many of us do. It aches me 

inside to see what many of my people across the globe are going through such as our 

family in Flint. It aches to see many of my people around me in distress, conditioned to 

think that they don’t matter. I know there are plenty of good things my people would 

love to do in the effort of benefiting the cause for peace, love and unity, but feel as if they 

are incapable of doing so. I have felt incapable too.  

 

There are many people who have no faith in believing that we will ever rise to 

where we need to be as a people.  There were nights where I laid in bed and thought, “I’d 

much rather death than this life.” But what is death? What does it mean to be alive? By 

having that thought in my mind, was I already dead? Would a person who understands 

the concept of life and its indifference to death, allow even the thought to concern his 

head? I knew what it was like to feel powerless, that is, until I learned that power is 

nothing that can be given, but brought about. Power manifests as the result of force. 
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Force is the will of God and is omnipotent, some may refer to it as the holy breath, and 

power is that will from within us to manifest directed by the breath. There is power in 

everything resulted by force. Power is nothing but an illusion that changes as the ethers 

change. Force is what forever remains and directs. Once I understood this, I was no 

longer considered powerless. 

 

“Order or disorder depends on organization; courage or cowardice on circumstances; 

strength or weakness on dispositions.” 

- Sun Tzu “Art of War”  

 

I was powerless until the day a force woke in me, a power that shook open the eye.  I 

was now able to see that my thoughts were self-oppressing, that I was feeding the 

parasites which survive off human-blood. I know that as a slave that I much more 

benefit a system rather than myself. It’s no wonder so many people lack self-love, their 

minds are not in accord with their own soul.  

 

My mind had a ventriloquist. I was a puppet to a routine and in a chain of 

command line among others. I moved without much thought in how I was moving or 

who I had moving alongside me. I did things without the consideration of the effects on 

others. Many of my actions were done out of fear and not determination. I gave away a 

lot of my time and did nothing with what I had left. I fed my body poison and kept my 

spirit sick with toxic energy. I laughed and enjoyed it all, though. Like many, I was 

unaware as to how my status as a minor (minor meaning me being insignificant to the 

realities that're around and clouds over me) gave life to everything that was killing me in 

silence. Nobody was going to free me from those chains but my own self-will and 

internal force.  
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From “Behold A Pale Horse”, by William Cooper 

Descriptive Introduction of the Silent Weapon 

Everything that is expected from an ordinary weapon is expected from a 

silent weapon by its creators, but only in its own manner of functioning.  

It shoots situations, instead of bullets; propelled by data processing, 

instead of chemical reaction (explosion); originating from bits of data, 

instead of grains of gunpowder; from a computer, instead of a gun; 

operated by a computer programmer, instead of a marksman; under the 

orders of a banking magnate, instead of a military general.  

It makes no obvious explosive noises, causes no obvious physical or 

mental injuries, and does not obviously interfere with anyone's daily 

social life.  

Yet it makes an unmistakable "noise," causes unmistakable physical and 

mental damage, and unmistakably interferes with the daily social life, 

i.e., unmistakable to a trained observer, one who knows what to look 

for.  

The public cannot comprehend this weapon, and therefore, cannot 

believe that they are being attacked and subdued by a weapon.  

The public might instinctively feel that something is wrong, but that is 

because of the technical nature of the silent weapon, they cannot 

express their feeling in a rational way, or handle the problem with 

intelligence. Therefore, they do not know how to cry for help and do not 

know how to associate with others to defend themselves against it.  

When a silent weapon is applied gradually, the public adjusts/adapts to 

its presence and learns to tolerate its encroachment on their lives until 

the pressure (psychological via economic) becomes too great and they 

crack up.  

Therefore, the silent weapon is a type of biological warfare. It attacks 

the vitality, options, and mobility of the individuals of a society by 

knowing, understanding, manipulating, and attacking their sources of 

natural and social energy, and their physical, mental, and emotional 

strengths and weaknesses.  

 

A slave is succumbing to ignorance and folly, he/she lacks care or empathy, is a 

coward or lacks courage, and lacks the willpower to do, say, or be anything that isn’t 

fitting to their status as a slave. The free man, the man who is resistant to any chains put 
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on him, has true knowledge, true empathy, and true willpower. My people, those who 

are still tugging onto their shackles with irritation, you are only a slave because you have 

yet to realize that the chains that bound man, is a part of his own illusion.  

For a boy to become a man, for a girl to become a woman, the mind must go 

through a process of evolution. Chess cannot be played with checker hands, nor with 

uncontrollable emotions; it is played rather with patience, concentration, and 

understanding. For those who are conscious and feel it is their duty to teach and be 

patient with the unaware. Make sure that you have reached a certain level of 

understanding yourself so that you may appropriately guide them, and still remain 

guided. Be patient with yourselves as well, and stay focused on energy. Together, 

concentrate on what is dismissible and admissible, to serve the self-conscious in all 

affairs. These things are not taught in institutions, they are learned through life. 

So I say, “Fuck white supremacy!” And the jeans they try to fit me in. Never in my 

life have I worn a size in coon. I won’t adjust today, and they still won’t fit at any time in 

the future. 
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The following excerpt is for the lovers of Jesus the Christ, from “The Aquarian Gospel.” 

 

Jesus spends forty days in the temple groves. 

Passes the fifth brotherhood test and receives the fifth degree, HEROISM. 

 

THE sacred temple groves were rich in statues, monuments, and shrines; here  

Jesus loved to walk and meditate.  

2) And after he had conquered self he talked with nature in these groves for 

forty days.  

3) And then the guide took chains and bound him hand and foot; and then 

cast  

him into a den of hungry beasts, of unclean birds, and creeping things.  

4) The den was dark as night; the wild beasts howled; the birds in fury 

screamed; the reptiles hissed.  

5) And Jesus said, 

Who was it that did bind me thus? Why did I meekly sit to be bound down 

with chains?  

6) I tell you, none has the power to bind a human soul. Of what are fetters 

made?  

7) And in his might, he rose, and what he thought were chains were only  

worthless cords that parted at his touch.  

8) And then he laughed and said, 

The chains that bind men to the carcasses of earth are forged in fancy's shop;  

are made of air, and welded in illusion's fires.  

9) If a man will stand erect, and use the power of will, his chains will fall,  

like worthless rags; for will and faith are stronger than the stoutest chains that 

men  
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have ever made.  

10) And Jesus stood erect among the hungry beasts, and birds, and said, 

What is this darkness that envelops me?  

11) "Tis but the absence of the light.  

And what is light? 'Tis but the breath of  

God vibrating in the rhythm of rapid thought. 

12) And then he said, 

Let there be light; 

and with a mighty will, he stirred the ethers up, and their vibrations reached 

the  

plane of light, and there was light.  

13) The darkness of that den of the night became the brightness of a newborn 

day.  

14) And then he looked to see the beasts, and birds, and creeping things; lo, 

they  

were not.  

15) And Jesus said, 

Of what are souls afraid? Fear is the chariot in which man rides to death;  

16) And when he finds himself within the chamber of the dead, he learns that 

he has been deceived; his chariot was a myth, and death a fancy child.  

17) But some day all man's lessons will be learned, and from the den of 

unclean beasts, and birds, and creeping things, he will arise to walk in the 

light.  

18) And Jesus saw a ladder made of gold, on which he climbed, and at the top 

the white robed priest awaited him.  

19) Again he stood before the council bar; again no word was said; again the  

hierophant reached forth his hand to bless. 

20) He placed in Jesus' hand another scroll, and on this one was written,  
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HEROISM 

21) The Logos had encountered fear and all his phantom host, and in the 

conflict,  

he achieved the victory. 
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“Be still in a world that moves so fast. 

All will be revealed, all will be understood. 

Look at all things & and all people with 

 A calm eye and a clear mind. 

All will be revealed, all will be understood. 

-Apollo 
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Consciously Connected 

Enlighten Me 

 

“So here we stand among the thoughts of human unity, even through conquest 

and slavery; the inferiority of black men, even if forced by fraud; a shriek in the night for 

the freedom of men who themselves are not yet sure of their right to demand it. This is 

the tangle of thought and afterthought wherein we are called to solve the problem of 

training men for life.” 

- W.E.B Du Bois “The Souls of Black Folk”  

 

Indeed, we are connected, and it is through energy and the vibrations, that we 

are. Connect comes from the Latin con: together, and necto: bind. As spiritual beings, 

we are bound together. I, You, Me, We. This is a universal law. Currently, what we are 

experiencing is the illusion of separation, an anti-understanding of Natural Law 

principles such as the law of cause & effect. This is why I provided the laws in the 

beginning. Every effect has its cause just as every cause has its effect. All of our 

thoughts, behaviors, and actions, create situations that manifest and can account for the 

state of our lives at present, and even for what is in the past. This is why it is unfit for us 

to have selfish desires and wants. We must keep awareness on the effect that our words 

and actions have on others.  

Doing for self only divides us and introduces a familiar struggle known as self-loathing. 

If we are to “do for self” then we must do so as a tribe that is united under one set of 

principles or laws. Unfortunately, self-hate is a familiar thing and its presence is strong 

in the black community. However, it only remains strong when one has a lack of 

connection with the source, the heart. Consciously connected means removing the “my 

life is the only life that matters” ideology, which many of us thrive on due to ego. There 

are black lives who don't even know how to believe that their life matters. 

 

"The battles that count aren't the ones for gold medals. The struggles 

within yourself--the invisible, inevitable battles inside all of us--that's 

where it's at." - Jesse Owens 
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There are many powerful people who walk this earth; however, they are powerless for 

two reasons: 1) They lack the knowledge of self which would enlighten them on all that 

they are capable of, and 2) They are alone.  

 

Many individuals who have claimed to become “enlightened” or “conscious”, have 

chosen the introvert or solo dolo route; where they so call “separate” from the world and 

live for their own pleasure, and on their own accord. I know the frustration that one has 

with the world once they’ve become enlightened to the reality of things. I felt that the 

world was simply stupid in its affairs, and all peoples around me were ignorant. I 

decided that I needed not to converse with anyone besides me, myself & God.  

As you can see, I was ignorant of many things. Like for instance, how could I assume a 

connection to God when I separated myself from all other parts of him? No association 

with other minds means limited knowledge and internalizing emotionally biased 

opinions. No association with other beings means limited connection to the source. 

I became angrier, blaming everyone and hating people for my own incapability to 

interact and act on the things I felt could “save black people”. I could not be for my 

people yet against them at the same time. The flaws I was able to pick out in others, I 

needed to look into my own mirror and see if any of those same flaws reflected out of 

me. It took the universe to connect me with other great minds and hear many different 

voices for me to receive my true enlightenment. I myself am no whole part of one but of 

many.  

 

Let’s go! 

 

Where do we start? You can only start from where you are, not anywhere else. 

Truthfully, there is no “starting” in our journey because life has no end, it only continues 

and evolves. So when “something new” happens in your life, or when it appears that you 

have been “set back”, it doesn't necessarily mean a new start, rather, it is a part of the 

evolving cycle of our lives. Our lives evolve and transition naturally based on how we are 

living.  

A setback only means that there are lessons still required for us to learn. A so-called 

“new reality” or “fresh start” means that the cycle has evolved and moved forward to a 

new stage. The only thing we are required to do is to grow in consciousness, become 

more aware, and be alert of the present. As we become more conscious, life naturally 

finds its way.  

I’ve learned that it takes more than just knowing, but also implementing what we 

know into our movements so that we may begin the formation of the revolution that will 

free us from that which binds us to the status of being inferior. We cannot receive 
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salvation alone. We need our brothers, we need our sisters, we need our mothers, we 

need our fathers, you need your husband and you need your wife. Also, most of what 

these entire world needs are the energy and the power that thrives within the 

embodiment of the youth. Our voices matter because we are not ignorant to reality; it 

gets shoved right in front of our faces every single day. Unlawful murders by so called 

“defenders of the law”.  What is frustrating to us are those who confront us as if they are 

the beholder of all and are all-knowing, yet we see that they know nothing at all. We see 

that they are scholars, but not providers. We see them talking, but not moving. It is an 

energy, which we repel.  

Connected to all we are, and all is connected through energy.  
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How to Weather Love in the Storm? 

 

Loving you is complicated, but I rather remain with you while you piss me off than for 
our happiness to forever just be a memory.  

 

At this time, love is not the same as it once was. It appears to no longer be something 
that is respected and kept sacred. Everybody’s business is out, disagreements are shared 
with the globe, and personal lives are open to the public eye. I see people frustrated from 
aggravated stress, there is fear of being alone & avoidance of responsibility.  

Love does indeed come with hardships. Though not easy, if you value someone so much 
that you love them, I’ve learned that the trials are worth going through. Success needs to 
be the end goal coming into any relationship. Thoughts of failure should not exist in 
your paradigm (ways of thinking). It should already be understood that difficulties will 
come knocking on the door. But whom will it be that answers? 

 

Here are ways in which I believe could benefit any relationship that is under the storm.  

 

 When there is tension, allow idle time for the heat to wine down. 

 Consciously plan out what you’re going to say with consideration for how it 
may affect the current situation/ or another individual. 

 Recognize your own flaws. 

 Do not flaunt the other person’s mistake in their face. Be sincere.  

 Repel from making a judgment. 

 Discuss possible solutions to the problem. 

 Be careful not to fall victim to the peer pressure of those who speak against 
the longevity of your relationship. How is their love life? Should be your first 
question. 

 In the discussion, mention a harmonic moment that you both shared. 

 Plan together, a right action to avoid a similar situation. 

 Go out for Ice Cream.  
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The Conscious One 

 

 

What is it that makes me conscious? Is it because I’ve seen all three Hidden 

Colors, or that I’ve read “The Miss-Education of the Negro”? No, it is the fact that I have 

humbled myself to be a student of life, who is accepting to hear all teachers that the 

universe sends my way. I am conscious simply because I have been shown the man in 

the mirror. 

 

 I am no Christ or godly figure who has come to rescue mankind and end all world 

struggles. I understand that there is no one person who can do such a thing, not by 

himself that is. I am above no one. I am conscious because I am not only willing to just 

learn, but to also put what I learn into action and pay forward the wisdom I receive in 

life, to the others that share it with me. 

 

The true trait of a conscious individual is knowing that we truly know nothing at all. 

Could you handle the Lucy pill? Knowledge of the heavens is eternal; the seeker has no 

end point. The seeker for truth knows that his road will continue as the trials of life 

advances, and as his own gets further he finds that he himself has more to learn. The 

conscious aids the people in understanding that it is best not to have an attachment to 

the things that cannot pass on with us, when we leave this plane. We understand that 

many things that seem forever are just illusions for the moment and, therefore, are 

temporary.  

 

Illusions pass as the ethers change. What we see to be God today may not be our God 

tomorrow. Each day we are connecting to a different part of the source. The conscious 

understands the illusions of life. There are so many things with a period to its cycle yet 

deceit is the unfortunate burden of the blind. Many of us carry on with what we can see 

and become ignorant of the things which may or may not exist because we’re unable to 

see them for ourselves. When one is unable to spot something it does not necessarily 

mean that it doesn’t exist, it says rather, that vibrations and the energies aren’t quite 

equal to be understood in the present time. 

 

Dear beloved, we must not force-feed or bully the people. Allow the mind in others to 

develop naturally so each being may create and live their purpose accordingly. We must 

allow God to work his plan in each and every one of us. We are all conscious because we 
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are all aware of something, and this is true, but being “consciously connected” is 

something further. The connected understands more than just life itself, but also what 

makes life what it is. The individual who is claimed conscious is not a teacher but a 

student, a peer, a helping guide. It is in that frame where we all are seen as teachers for 

each other, there is no need for a specific ruler or leader needed to guide us all into 

salvation. We are the creators of our own salvation and of our own heaven. However, it 

is cognitive dissonance that keeps us in battle with each other, therefore, unable to 

unite.  
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The following excerpt is from the Circle Seven, written by Noble Drew Ali. 

 

 

Elihu's Lessons - The Unity of Life 

  

1. Again Elihu met his pupils in the sacred grove and said:  

2. "No man lives unto himself, for every living thing is bound by cords 

to every other living thing.  

3. Blessed are pure in heart; for they will love and not demand love in 

return.  

4. They will not do to other men what they would not have other men 

do unto them.  

5. There are two selves; the higher and the lower self.  

6. The higher self is human spirit clothed with soul, made in the form 

of Allah.  

7. The lower self, the carnal self, the body of desires, is a reflection of 

higher self, distorted by the murky ethers of the flesh.  

8. The lower self is an illusion and will pass away; the higher self is 

Allah in man, and will not pass away.  

9. The higher self is the embodiment of truth, the lower self is truth 

reversed and so is falsehood manifest.  

10. The higher self is justice, mercy, love and right; the lower self is 

what the higher self is not.  

11. The lower self-breeds hatred, slander, lewdness, murders, theft, 

and everything that harms, the higher self is the mother of the virtues 

and the harmonies of life.  
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12. The lower self is rich in promises but poor in blessedness and 

peace; it offers pleasure, joy and satisfying gain; but gives unrest, 

misery and death.  

13. It gives men apples that are lovely to the eye and pleasant to the 

smell; their cores are full of bitterness and gall.  

14. If you would ask me what to study, I would say, yourselves; and 

when you well have studied them; and then would ask me what to 

study next, I would reply, yourselves.  

15. He who knows well his lower self, knows the illusions of the 

world, knows of the things that pass away; and he who knows his 

higher self, know Allah; knows well the things that cannot pass away.  

16. Thrice blessed is the man who has made purity and loves his very 

own; he has been ransomed from the perils of the lower self and is 

himself his higher self.  

17. Men seek salvation from an evil that they deem a living monster 

of the nether world, and they have gods that are but demons in 

disguise; all powerful, yet full of jealousy and hate and lust;  

18. Whose favors must be bought with costly sacrifice of fruits, and of 

the lives of birds, and animals, and humankind?  

19. And yet these gods possess no ears to hear, no eyes to see, no 

heart to sympathize, no power to save.  

20. This evil is a myth; these gods are made of air, clothed with 

shadows of a thought.  

21. The only devil from which men must be redeemed is self, the 

lower self. If man would find his devil he must look within; his name 

is self.  

22. If man would find his savior he must look within; and when the 

demon self has been dethroned the savior, Love, will be exulted to the 

throne of power.  

23. The David of the light is Purity, who slays the strong Goliath of 

the dark, and seats the savior, Love, upon the throne."  
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God Smokes Weed 

 

 

I remember floating one night and the universe was attracted to me, it led me 

inside of its library and it was there where I met a reflection. The lower part of me 

vibrated for a moment because it was met by its dominant half, the higher-self. I was 

just sitting there as if I’ve been patiently waiting for myself to open up my own closet, 

and see who might’ve left something behind. The conversation was my definitive 

purpose. I was told how loud my voice should be as if I was a lion standing firm by my 

principles. I was told that I may have to sacrifice, and wait for my time so that I may 

receive the things that were set for me before I became. I was told that I would have to 

die but it wouldn’t mean that couldn’t live again, or that I wouldn’t; evidence of my 

presence shows that I have, because I have died, and now I’m back. They want walls to 

talk but fogs of smoke bring voices to you. You meet a kindred spirit and then say, “It 

was a dream to meet you, and I will always be here with you. Until the end of time.”  

 I must be high, I feel high, and how things below are looking from up here, it 

seems that I am high. Higher than kites can fly, high like I’m trying to get a 10,000 

degrees’ sun burn. I remain here like I demand more. I’m an addict to this flight that’s 

why I always book the trip, first class. This is where I’ am and how I will remain; floating 

to where all things are seen and where more is waiting to be found. I invite my friends 

here, and my family too. It’s a dark place for a moment that is, until you figure out 

where the lights are. Here, once you have discovered light, you get to act on free will. 

You can either keep the place lit or embrace the challenges that lie in the dark. Me 

personally, I prefer to keep the lights off because I believe that darkness is 

misunderstood only because people spend more time running from it, than seeing what 

is actually held within. The light allows one to see the world of man, its opposition 

allows one to see the world of their soul.  

Nothing can hide from me, not even me. I am the poet of my fears and the painter 

of my dreams. It feels good to be this high. I am the master of my ceremonies and a 

disciple of my Christhood. Christhood, that which is above my own carnal 

understanding. It feels good to be this high. I wish that more people could smoke with 

me, but this seems to be a selfish THC. Meaning, what’s meant for me it’s meant for me, 

what is for us is already connected, and what is my journey is mine to follow, what’s 

understood doesn’t need to be explained.  

Those of us who are able to connect with the ancestors, understand that purity is 

more nutritional for one’s spirit rather than the pursuit of being good, and seeming to be 
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good. We can communicate with life in its various forms and understand that energy is 

in everything with life, and it is manifested in different degree. For that, we understand 

that we must pay homage to the source which is the first ancestor of everything that has 

ever existed, and what continues to be as time marches on, the master creator. Time is 

the most discipline entity I have ever witnessed in my life. Time is a personality of God. 

To be God, god, you must also be what time is; understanding of its reason for being, 

patient, disciplined and strict to its path. How do we know that time is disciplined? I 

have never seen time be manipulated by man instead from within his own thoughts, 

time has never gone astray from what it has been designed to do. Even when we are 

sleeping it is awake, time has always been and will continue to be. I have begun studying 

time and I have been gaining a fast of wisdom. I am happy because, I know that as I ‘am 

understanding time, I am also understanding what is known as God. The presence, the 

essence, the being. I have been enlightened on what many people join religions and gain 

degrees, read and study for hours which turn into days and sleepless nights for, the 

genesis of our passion. We were something before what we are now, meaning that your 

journey began way before you can remember. You think that this all started when you 

were born from your mother, but the mother’s womb is just used as a vessel to pass us 

through onto a new path towards our travels. We are traveling beings, and in this life, 

the human being is our vessel.  

I always wondered, what if life is not as deep as we all argue it to be, and all we 

had to do was sit still to hear Gods' voice. Is that not what many of us depend on? Is it 

not what many of us demand? For God to explain all of this, tell us where he has been 

and why has he allowed nature to take the course it did where our lives to go through 

torment in hell, were we really that bad as children in the last one? Let the creator 

answer for his creation. However, I bet there is something that exists that may have the 

same question for you; so how would you answer? 

I love getting high. As you know I’ am an addict, and the victim is my brain that 

keeps getting picked on by a savage. A savage called wisdom, a savage called knowledge, 

a savage called common sense, and a savage I call chronic.  
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Let Me Eat, Let Me Live 

 

“Compliance with nutrition and dietary laws will strengthen and enhance the body 

temple as a dwelling place for the spirit.” 

- Iyanla Vanzant 

 

Health became personal once I realized how its lack of care affected the lives of the 

ones I love; it became even more personal when I realized that there are people who 

depended on me to keep breathing, to stay alive and be alive, not just a living vessel 

awaiting to pass on. There is a difference between simply living and being alive. How do 

I know? I have felt it, and I have witnessed it. There was a time when I enjoyed Angus 

burgers, pepperoni pizza, fried chicken, and yes even that thanksgiving ham, but my 

body was far from thankful. I remember getting sick very often, having to visit the 

doctor very often, feeling sluggish and sometimes forgetful of things. I remember being 

tired a lot and during my so called resting period, I would be eating chips and drinking 

sprite. I was more active on video games than the playground, because I gave my body 

so much junk food, it was operating as if it was nothing but junk. I was very young and 

uneducated on proper diets and how my body works as an operating system that keeps 

me alive, and whatever I put into my body can either add power to its operating system 

or slow it down until it is no longer running. I have witnessed many peoples’ bodies just 

shut down on them. Many died instantly while others were laying effortlessly just 

waiting to take their last breath.  

Through my own experiment, I have learned that the body heals itself. Like I said, it 

is an operating system, inside of our bodies are what I like to call mechanics that keeps 

us functioning. We provide the tools for these mechanics as well as the energy fuel that 

keeps everything in supreme motion. If we do not do our part in keeping ourselves alive, 

then we leave ourselves in the hands of the world to decide our fate. I once caught a cold 

that left me with a runny nose, headache, aching stomach, and a weary body. I was far 

from feeling like the best of myself, and this was because I left myself vulnerable. 

Everyone was telling me to take some medicine, from my roommates to even my 

mother, but my spirit told me otherwise. My spirit said that I should fast for three days; 

eating no meat period for the whole fast and no solid foods period on the first day, 

drinking nothing but water, orange juice, and herbal tea, on the second day begin eating 

organic fruits such as mango and eat organic avocado, and on the third day workout my 

body so that it can sweat out whatever remains. I was pleased to find that by the third 

day I was already feeling better and on the 4th I was back to 100%. Excited and ready to 
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prove a point, I went and told my roommate of the success of my experiment and he 

replied, “Yeah but that took you three days to heal, medicine would have worked a lot 

quicker.” Many people believe that medicine cures but what it actually does is numb the 

sick feeling so that you believe you are healing when all you are doing is adding 

chemicals into your body that attempts to do something which the body does naturally. 

Pharmaceutical medicine does not clean toxics out of our system nor do they make us 

immune from getting the same sickness again even the day after. Notice how many 

times you have to take doses of the medication because the numbness only lasts for a 

period of time. You have to take so many doses just so the medicine can remain in your 

body to do the so called “healing work” for your body. Our bodies can heal itself 

naturally but it all depends on what we feed it. I believe that all individuals with respect 

to their genetics should eat what they are, chemically, energetically, and minerally. 

Through my studies, I have found that as a black man, my biochemistry is differed 

from all other races. I cannot adopt the diet or the same nutrition as a European simply 

because our genetics are anatomically different, and thus, we are biologically different. 

Many of us believe that “our culture” when it comes to the certain foods we eat and the 

Holidays we celebrate which are pagan, are our own and was not in any way influenced 

by the Europeans when they invaded our land and separated us from our people, our 

traditions, and our God. We say that our God is the same God as those who melt when 

sitting under the sun, meanwhile, we gain energy from it. Some of us though are actually 

aware and have decided to accept the post-slave trauma believing they can make the 

best out of it to serve their lives and the lives of their children. What we fail to 

understand is that it is insane for us to call ourselves black while we nourish ourselves as 

if we are Caucasian. For many of us, our own diet, our own nutrition, are fighting 

against our own melanin (the vial chemical that makes life itself & the natural chemical 

that makes black people’s skin black), and our own selves. We love the “soul food” that 

causes within our people something much more than the itis. Although the unawareness 

may still be at an all-time high, we are killing our blackness with “black pride”.  

My mother has been in the hospital consistently. A few months ago her lungs 

collapsed and her immune system shut down. This wasn't the only time she’s been in the 

hospital. For a whole year, my mother has been complaining about her body getting 

weaker, why? Her health was not in agreeance with her will to live. Although she desired 

life, the foods which she ate were products of decomposing and slaughter. How could we 

expect to serve life with death and expect to live to be the outcome? My mother was 

never influenced by a healthy diet which would inspire her will to live. Growing up, she 

was served fried chicken & pork chops, way more than she was given organic fruits & 

salad. What this is, is an outcome of early miss-education and an inorganic culture 

which our ancestors never practiced, that we adopted as children. However, we must 

understand, that if as children all we are taught in regards to black people is slavery and 

civil rights, which is a time period taking place after we were already removed from our 

original culture and traditions, then what we see is what we’ll believe, and what we 

believe we will continue to manifest for generations. The “B.S” (belief system) of black 

people must change. 
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“The first way to bring about something new is to change the 

way of thinking of the people. When you have removed from 

the people the old mind and idea then you can insert new 

ideas into their minds… This is done by the old being 

attracted by a new way of teaching… A new school of 

learning to condition their minds to that thing you are about 

to present to them that is altogether new and different from 

what they have been accustomed to.” – Honorable Elijah 

Muhhamad. 

 

 As kids, it is the things which appear to be harmless that we are easily drawn to and 

become comfortable with. For our good deeds, a sunny day, or just because mom and 

dad didn’t feel like preparing dinner, were taken to McDonald's as a treat, happy meals 

were exciting. Most of us assumed that if we kept doing well and made mom and dad 

happy, that we’d keep getting Mickey D’s with the cute McNuggets and the surprise toy 

that mimicked our favorite movie/cartoon. Bada ba ba ba… I’m not loving it.  

From what I have witnesses, it is the church that has the most influence on the 

people; therefore, I believe that it should be the churches responsibility to educate the 

people on how to eat to live, and how what we eat affects us truly being in connection 

with the spirit. If the conversation is life, should not the longevity of this temple that is 

the body be the main topic for discussion? Yeah, we mourn at funerals, but what were 

we feeding the deceased while they were alive? How was their diet? Did it correlate with 

who they are internal? Or were we helping them satisfying our own external affairs? We 

are responsible for the passing of a lot of our loved ones, and I understand that is a deep 

thing to confess as well as accept, but we must accept accountability. It is a reality which 

we must face, and a responsibility which we must take.  

We cannot keep carrying the blame on God with the saying, “OH God chose them, it 

was their time to go” is a played out excuse and handicaps us from reality. We must 

remove ourselves from the ignorance and the foolishness. In the bible it reads in 

Leviticus 11:7-8; “And the pig, because it parts the hoof and is cloven-footed but does 

not chew the cud, is unclean to you. You shall not eat any of their flesh, and you shall 

not touch their carcasses; they are unclean to you.”  It is clear that this is in the number 

1 worshiped book on this planet, yet right after the pastor instructs, “Connect with the 

holy spirit, and reach the lord by giving him praise and glory,” he announces, “now, my 

brothers and sisters, it is time for some good ol’ juicy ham!” What? Is there not any 

chastisement for this crime? The crime of purposely encouraging one to inflict bodily 

harm upon themselves? How can we claim to not know and say we are unaware when it 

is written in the book many of us hold dearly as the instrument guide to life itself? A 

plain ol salad is not the savior for our unhealthy regime. Hear me, brothers and sisters, 

suicide and homicide are not the only two ways lives can get shortened.  
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“We must take part in the purification of the mind, body, and soul… 

The mind being the vibratory energy fields of our cells, molecules, and 

atoms, our body being the dense material form of our mind and our 

soul being the solar connection we have with the Soul-ar-System, the 

energies that we are birthed with from our creator. 

 – Dr. Ali Muhhamad “How to Eat to Live for the Hereafter” 

 

I have a few questions for the church. Is “healthy living” the conversation among you 

and your ministry? Are you and your friends talking about it and also acting upon it? 

Are you, the parents, making sure your children are eating the foods that will allow their 

bodies to grow functioning properly, and so they won’t attract any unnecessary diseases, 

that black people should naturally be immune to? Or instead are we providing ourselves 

and our children with the addictive foods and addictive drugs that offer no nutrition?  

Like most of us, my mother watched our family in the church eat as if they had no 

regards to the temple which clothes their soul. So why should she? Why should we? 

Better yet, why would we? Remember, many of us grew up dependent on the church for 

the instructions on how we should live as in accordance to what “God commanded”. As 

children, many of us were taught to do as Christians do. That’s always been scary for me. 

If the church folk is doing it, it must be righteous right? However, I would see the same 

individuals who spoke in tongues on Sunday transform in to a drunkard on Tuesday. 

But “we must do as Christians do.” I know that if I had allowed my family to raise my 

mind, that’s exactly the type of ideology I’d have today. A body temple is a dwelling 

place for the spirit, it must be treated like so. I say all that to say this, I am not in any 

way pursuing an attack on Christianity or other people’s beliefs, but yet am 

acknowledging the church’s influence on the black community, my people. Words from 

pastors get taken as a bond by the people. Therefore, I believe, they should use this 

influence to help guide the people on a healthier path of living. 

 

“The goal is to preserve the mind, body, and soul.” 

-Iyanla Vanzant  

 

If the conversation is on getting to God, we must speak on how we can live, 

breathe and exist as what we were created to be, and that is the reflection of the image of 

our creator. We are Gods. It is said that from the Earth we became, therefore we must 

get in tune with the Earth. We need to start raising our vibrations. Trust me, my mother 
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knows how I feel. Which is why she is allowing my brother and me to assist her with her 

health, and her late husband was also on board for changing both their diets so that they 

may live youthfully. Her husband’s name was Eric Tolson, and he passed away due to a 

medication that was wrongfully, and carelessly provided to him. We must lose our 

dependence on these pharmaceutical medications. If we eat in accordance with the laws 

of nature, our bodies will operate as its own medicine so if we are to become sick, it will 

naturally heal itself. Did you know that without a degree we are natural engineers based 

on what we are made up of? Our bodies are made up of cells that are engineered to obey 

the laws of nature. We contain over 100 trillion cells within our bodies, all of which are 

made to function as foundational units of our organs and body systems. Further insight 

on this may be found in Dr. Ali Muhhamad’s “How to Eat to live for the Hereafter”. The 

health of our organs i.e., the heart, our lungs, the brain, liver, etc. is essentially 

dependent upon the health of the cells that make them. There are four sources of energy 

for the cells of all organisms’, they are, the Sun (primary), air from a clean atmosphere, 

water from pure resources “Alkaline”, and plants’ root, stem, leaves, flowers, fruits, and 

grains. So, if we plan on living a longevity of youthful years and in harmony with each 

other we must live in respects to the laws of nature, and from the four that I have listed, 

it’s not difficult to see where I diets should be.  

I’m not instructing anything that I am not doing myself. It’s been a month since I 

have begun to weigh myself off of meat. The difficulty is in me being a Jamaican, I love 

me some oxtails and curry chicken boy. However, I have been feeling great since my 

transition to the vegetarian diet. Black beans, brown rice, Avocados, Guacamole, and 

baby spinach have become among some of my favorite dishes. I cannot yet claim to have 

given up meat completely, I am not a hypocrite. I eat meat in portions when I visit my 

mother on the weekends, and she knows not to fix me any pork or philly cheesesteaks 

and especially not any cheeseburgers! Then on the following day, I intake nothing but 

water, organic fruits the day after, and for days that follow I’m the veggie man. I am a 

work in progress still, but there is no doubt that my new eating habits have been serving 

my health abundantly. I feel great! I am instructing to my people a regime which I 

believe to have the ability to serve us all both internally and external. However, no man 

or woman can just end an addiction alone, we need each other. 

 

“You must cleanse the negative and limiting thoughts and emotions embraced 

during your human experience. You must be healed of your perceived separation 

from God… Many religions teach about the spirit. Few teach about the soul and 

make clear the difference.” 

- Iyanla Vanzant  
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This planet and I 

 

The earth has been going through a process of suffering from neglect. It is aching. 

We compare the earth to the woman, her womb, we say "mother earth". Well, how 

does the behavior of a woman change when she's ginning to feel neglected? 

 Her energy begins to transition, the state of mind altering because things are no 

longer what they used to be. Separation, getting tiresome, showing anger, and then 

finally she has enough, and she parts ways from her partner.  

With the earth, we are supposed to be partners. If this was a relationship between man 

& woman, what advice would you give to our planet? How are we treating mother 

earth? Is it the way that she is meant to be treated? Does she deserve better? 

We must start looking at things from a more global prospective. Our awareness should 

be that high to where we are not just conscious of one or two things. So that we have a 

focus on all the things that affect our lives. We'll be more careful; our vibrations will 

raise higher. When it comes to this world and us, we must begin seeing things from a 

more intimate perspective. 

If we want to remain in this relationship, we have to do what is required and take 

responsibility for our actions. We can fix everything, but just like any human 

relationship, it takes all parties involved 

 

Peace. 
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“In the early days of life upon Earth,” said the Lama, “people were first in 

little groups, very small tribes. There were no laws, no code of behavior. 

Strength was the only law; a stronger and fiercer tribe made war upon 

those weaker. In course of time a stronger and wiser man arose. He 

realized that his tribe would be the strongest if it were organized. He 

founded a religion and a code of behavior. ‘Be fruitful and multiply,’ he 

commanded, knowing that the more babies were born the stronger would 

his tribe grow. ‘Honour thy father and thy mother’ he ordered, knowing 

that if he gave parents authority over their children he would have 

authority over the parents. Knowing too that if he could persuade children 

to feel indebted to their parents, discipline would be easier to enforce. 

‘Thou shalt not commit adultery’ thundered the Prophet of that time. His 

real command was that the tribe should not be adulterated’ with the blood 

of a member of another tribe, for in such cases there are divided loyalties. 

In course of time, the priests found that there were some who did not 

always obey religious teachings. After much thought, much discussion, 

those priests worked out a scheme of reward and punishment. ‘Heaven’, 

‘Paradise’, ‘Valhalla’, —term it what you will—for those who obeyed the 

priests. Hell, fire and damnation with everlasting tortures for those who 

disobeyed.” 

- The Cave of The Ancients  
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Distant Relatives:  

A dialogue between four brothers 

 

There were four men meeting in a room. Their names were Cain, a Christian Brother, 

Lykii-El, a Muslim brother, Apollo, a brother who was not conformed to anything but 

his spirit, and Kenan, who until given a wealthy amount of information, does not believe 

in the existence of a source known as God  

Cain was the most curious of the four. He began the dialogue by asking Kenan, “If you 

do not believe in God, then what do you believe in as being the source of all creation?”  

“It is not that I do not believe God exists,” Kenan responded, but I have yet to find any 

evidence or positive research to prove that there is a God. I’ve read your bible, my 

mother is Christian so I have been in your churches, and the things that I have read, and 

the things that I have heard, does not correlate so well with science. Furthermore, I have 

seen so much corruption within Christianity. Why does your God allow man to control 

your mind?” 

Cain responded with eager, “Nobody controls my mind, I follow the word as I see it fits 

me. Nobody tells me a damn thing.” 

“Stop being selfish,” Kenan shot back. “How many copies of you, can you bring here 

from your ministry? Just because you’re so called safe does not mean that others are. It 

does not discount for what I have seen. And you are blind if you can say that there is no 

people suffering from ego, pride, and division among Christianity.” 

“And Science?” asked Cain. 

“Things are moving in this universe and giving power to things. The sun is moving this 

earth, and then there’s another sun moving that sun. If there are intelligent orbs that are 

radiating electricity, energy, heat and it is actually affecting genes and information, then 

you have to recognize that there is an intelligent life out there. One cannot confess that 

this planet is being moved by something that is not on this planet, and yet act like there 

isn’t an intelligent entity that exists out there. But then again, we have to know what 

intelligence is.” Said Lykii-El now stepping into the conversation. 

“And what is intelligence?” asked Kenan.  

“Intelligence is energy,” Lykii-El responded. “Everything is intelligent to its degree. And 

we realize that intelligence is just information and the ability to use that information to 

produce. How do cells know to become a lung? And then become a heart? How does the 

body know how to heal? You are not just thinking about it and then it's suddenly 

happening, it’s going to happen whether or not it’s on our mind. That is how the body 

works. It’s intelligence.  
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“So you’re saying that intelligence is like the nature of a thing?”  Asked Kenan.  

“It is. For example, our intelligence is different from a plant or an animal. You and I can 

move from here to there, but a tree cannot. A tree is rooted where it stands. To move, it 

would have to go through the whole process of reproducing its seed. The wind must 

blow, transplanting the seed to its new location. The seed will then grow and from there 

everything happens. Surely, it would happen such a way in that matrix. But in our reality 

that is not what is happening, so there must be something that is operating as the source 

to all of this.” Responded Lykii-El. 

“Interesting,” said Kenan. So this Source could also be responsible for all the other 

beings that may exists out there?” He asked.  

“Who are we to say that there isn’t a different God, or another source whom is the 

creator for the other life forms, that are not on this planet? Lykii-El responded. “They 

say that our God is a selfish God, right? Well what if his selfishness is the same 

selfishness and pride one has over their own collection of art. There are many artists, 

and we love a variety of them. But every artist is in love with his or her own work, more 

than they are with the work of another artist whom they may admire. So, who is to say 

that God is the only artist?” 

“You got that one,” said Kenan.  

“So would any of you argue that Jesus doesn’t exist?” asked Cain. “Or that the bible is 

not the true word of God?”  

Kenan looked as if he had long been aggravated of this question, so brother Lykii-El 

quickly stepped in with a response. 

“I pose this question,” he said. “If the debate is on whether or not Jesus existed, instead 

of debating, why don’t we request the location of the documents that existed during the 

time that Jesus allegedly walked upon the earth? Does any exist? Are there any 

documents that are referring to Jesus that can be brought to me? Is there a scribe or an 

old piece of paper that has the word Jesus on it? Are there bones somewhere? We’ve just 

heard an atheist say that his reason for not believing in a God is because there has yet to 

be brought positive proof of there being a God. Whether or not I agree with his 

philosophy, he is strict upon attaining evidence of any mystical thing brought before 

him before he accepts it as fact. That I can respect.” 

“I’d say that we all must be disciplined, and be mindful of what we allow our belief 

systems to accept as truth. Everything being discussed here is B.S. A belief system. We 

cannot be so careless to allow the influence any source to excite our energy, and cause 

the way we operate as these spiritual beings in the flesh. We are spiritual beings residing 

in a human experience. Our spirit feeds off of how we live, and what we digest from 

food, language, and all other sources of energy. We should be firm, and question 

everything, especially that which excites us the most. There is nothing that can just 

appear in the midst of the air and not have a source. So when they try to bring us 
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something as what we should believe to be the law of our lives, we must question such a 

thing.” said Apollo now entering into the debate.  

“Yes,” Lykii-El agreed.  

“I cannot argue with that,” said Kenan.  

“The bible does say to be cautious of our demons,” said Cain. “Be sober, be vigilant; 

because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walks about, seeking whom he may 

devour. That’s what it said in the bible. So what about the devil?  

“Are you asking whether or not the devil exists?” asked Kenan. 

“Well, you are an atheist, so I do wonder if you question his existence as you do with the 

existence of God.” Cain responded. 

“I believe that the so-called “devil, Satan, and Lucifer are all different entities.” Kenan 

started. “Look at the words, they each have a different origin. The word “devil” comes 

from “diabolos”, which is a Greek word that means “the accuser”.  Satan actually comes 

out from, the Greek word “ha-satan”, which meant “The opposer” or “adversary”. And 

Lucifer actually means the bearer of light. It’s from the Latin word “lux-for”. So I would 

assume that three different origins must mean three different entities.”  

“My man sound like he could be the next Google voice,” Joked Apollo, easing the energy 

of the room with some laughter. 

“Foril,” said Lykii-El as he started. “Look at Jesus, Krishna, Horus and Osiris. It’s funny 

how the stories are similar and yet the references are different. Not the same entity.”  

“Correct,” said Kenan. “Also, if you look at it, “Satan” was originally used referencing 

different beings, and not a specific name for a specific being. Then later on, it became 

associated with what we call “Lucifer.”  

“He knows all this and he’s an atheist.” Said Apollo. “That is quite something.” 

“I have never heard my pastor utter any of these things you’ve all been saying. Why?” 

asked Cain.  

“You have to understand,” said Lykii-El. Christianity was not the religion of our 

ancestors. Christianity is something we adopted forcefully through slavery when 

Caucasians were doing everything in their power to make us forget our lineage, and to 

forget our language, and to forget our God so that we, our women and our children, will 

look at them as God. For instance, they say the skin pigment of Jesus doesn’t matter 

right? Well if that’s the case, then why is there an issue with portraying Jesus in the 

same likeness that the same bible you worship describes him?”  

“Bronze skin and hair like wool.” Said Kenan.  

“Damn, you right about that, but even I have always questioned that. I personally don’t 

accept a white God as being my God of worship.” 
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“Selfishness, remember.” Said Kenan. 

“Yeah but I also don’t want you to assume that everyone in Christianity worships a white 

Jesus. Conscious folk do exist in Christianity.” Said Cain. 

“It’s good that you are allowing yourself to be curious,” Said Apollo. “Most Christians 

that I have encountered are ignorant to facts and are bias to their beliefs. It’s loyalty to 

something they have learned, not what they have studied.” 

“Well, I have noticed a lot of corruption within the Christian church which makes me 

question a lot of things,” Cain continued. “I think about how we act as people. 

Remember when you spoke about how we are spiritual beings having a human 

experience, and how what we do as humans affects our spirit? Cain asked. “In the bible, 

it says to be strong in the Lord and in the strength of his might. Put on the whole armor 

of God, so that you may be able to stand against the schemes of the devil. Kenan 

mentioned how that the devil is a different entity from Lucifer and Satan. Yet they all 

seem to be an energy of a darkness. So are all demons? An energy manifest?” 

“For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the 

authorities, against the cosmic powers over this present darkness, against the spiritual 

forces of evil in the heavenly places. That is one of my favorite verses.” Said Apollo. 

“What is energy?” he asked. “It cannot be created nor destroyed, and it is though all 

things which energy manifests. So although it cannot be created, energy can indeed be 

stored. For a particular energy to exist, it would mean that there must be a particular 

source of that energy. Where did that energy come from? There are two sources that I 

have discovered along my journey, a negative source, and a positive source. We create 

both negative energy and positive energy. What we become is as an aftereffect of either 

source manifested. We create things not only within ourselves but also outside of 

ourselves. Demons are a product of negative energy; they are a chaotic energy. However, 

there are different degrees of this so called “evil energy”, just as Satan, Lucifer, and the 

Devil are all of different degrees.” 

“How then, do we figure out the truth pertaining to Jesus and all the things the bible 

tells us to be true? How do we challenge the bible?” asked Cain.  

“We have to figure out the original language the bible was written in.” Said Lykii-El. 

“They say that it doesn’t matter but how does it not? Where did this book come from? 

Where did any of the books come from? Some people actually believe that religious texts 

were hand written by God, and sent down to earth. Those are some dangerous people 

who make that kind of claim. And I personally keep far away from them.” 

Everyone in the room laughed.  

“No, seriously,” Lykii-El continued. “Those are some whimsical fanatics. I’m not going 

for it. You’re trying to tell me that books reigned from the sky along with 166 languages? 

And from there all races & cultures were established? Can we not see the madness in 

that frame of thought? Then you have those who say it was written in Greek, and they 
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are wrong. If it was written originally in Greek, then why is there certain sayings in the 

New Testament in Aramaic that was left unchanged? 

Cain was steadfast on hearing more. “I hear you,” he said.  

“Was Jesus not crying out in Arabic when he was on the cross? So what language was 

Jesus speaking?” Lykii-El posed. “And if we study, we will find that the word God is not 

even English, but it is actually German, and it was translated into German before it was 

ever translated into English.” 

“But why does all of this matter?” Cain finally asked. “Why can’t we just follow the word 

of God as it is written, if it seems to serve the many who do obtain some sort of Glory 

from it? I’ve seen Christianity do a lot of good too, not just bad.” 

“It matters the same way if you had a child, and that child was going to a babysitter who 

seems to be one of the friendliest and nicest person you have ever met in your life, but 

was once convicted of child molestation, and founded guilty. That is how important it is 

to know the origin of things and people. The word of God? I’ve just presented you with 

reasons why we can even question the so called “God” the bible it speaks of; are there 

different entities? And perhaps there is only one of him, or only one of her, because you 

know there are those who say that God is a woman, which is something I cannot really 

fight against.” 

They each chuckled as Lykii-El kept on. 

“Honestly,” he said. “If you are going to claim loyalty to something, to the point where 

you rest your soul on it, you should know the beginning of that thing you are pledging 

that kind of allegiance too. Christianity wasn’t meant to liberate our people brother. It 

was given to us so that we can stop seeing ourselves as kings and queens, and to forget 

that we were ever Gods among men. It was given so that can we begin seeing the 

European as God, and ourselves as beneath even the status of men. Our brothers fight to 

be recognized as men, because our ancestors were always referred to as boy, unless we 

attained some sort of degree among the elite. This was all present as our women were 

forced to watch the men being whipped to the pedigree of fear and shame. The effects of 

that has lasted in our lineage for centuries. That is what brought our women to see them 

as superior, and us inferior. Whether you’re ashamed to admit it or not, the black 

woman still sees the black man as a slave in some degree. She knows we are strong, she 

knows we will fight, but she also knows that our ego’s and our pride is the new master 

that has kept us in chains. Until we can arise out of this mental slavery, we will always 

be a slave. Whether you a Christian, a Muslim, an Atheist or just spiritually inclined, we 

can pick and fight over our religion all day long and guess what we will accomplish at 

the end of the day, Nothing. Allah is just another language for God. That is it! As long as 

we are still under the oppressor we will remain slaves. So no, I will not just accept 

something because it has a strong ass cult following, and I wouldn’t advise to either 

brother.” 

“Everything must be studied,” said Kenan.  
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“And that is what we must teach,” Apollo concluded. We must teach that yes, we have 

our belief systems which serve us each individually and how we live in union, and we 

abide by a set of principles with brotherhoods and sisterhoods, but we must know the 

root of every stem. How can we claim alliance to things we know little of? If we can say 

that what we study is a philosophy which has yet to be proven with an original or 

positive source, but yet still follow because we agree with the literature, and its 

substance, we must confess that this is what keeps our tribe or our people with these 

same beliefs united and that it may not be for everyone, and that is ok. We are not to 

convert others, but unite others to join our tribes out of love and respecting those who 

choose not to. Not only may we become a better people doing this, but we may also 

attain a better understanding of things, therefore arguing less. We must teach the value 

of acceptance and that people must be challengers before believers. We teach these 

things because, what we have done here is something that the outside world does not 

believe can ever happen, which is us coming into common agreeance to certain things, 

and conversing without threats or chastisement. So let us make the best of it.” 

“We can unite the people under love,” said Cain. “That is the message of Christ.”  

“There is no compulsion where the religion is concerned, says Allah,” Lykii-El said. 

“Allah is love. And we cannot speak love or unity without establishing family first. The 

family must be first. Also, we cannot speak on prosperity without having our own tribes 

setting up our own government.” 

“I agree that unity is what will gather our people to the common sense that will save 

them.” Said Kenan. “But you also just mentioned government?” 

“We can’t be slaves to the system and still claim that we are a “free people.” You can be 

spiritual all you want and say that you’re a free being in the flesh all day but, as long as 

this government has its hands wrapped around your neck to where you can barely 

breathe, this is very little you can do to serve the people, and let alone yourself. We 

cannot look to go to “free” the people and “liberate” their minds, saying that we are unfit 

to be a slave but we still broke. The talks are all just rhetoric then. We have to have a 

government, and to do that we have to claim our free national name. What is our 

nationality? Being black is a culture. Black and proud is us representing the culture we 

have established as a people, it’s not who we are. We need money, not for greed and not 

for our own desires, but for our families. This is why we need tribes, this is why we need 

government; that is what will save us,” said Lykii-El. 

“Indeed,” said Apollo. “This is why we need to show proof of our unity here. I bet if we 

were to be cut open all of our hearts will look the same. From what I have observed, the 

only difference between our views of God is where he resides. I’ve heard “heaven in the 

sky”, I’ve heard “wheels”, and I myself say that he is within. One thing that everyone in 

here can agree on is that there is a source, there is a creator of all this, and we are the 

say, consequence of its creation. Correct? 

Everyone nodded. 
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“So,” Apollo continued. “That is enough to unite us. Whether or not we believe in a God, 

we all believe in love, correct?” 

Everyone nodded. 

“So let us just unite in love,” he continued. “Let us put this force into action. For the sake 

of their lives, our people need it.” 

Everyone agreed. 

“Ase,” said a strange voice that sounded as if it had come from a woman. They all looked 

for the source of whom had just spoken, but no one was there. Apollo smiled.  
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Understanding the Misunderstood 

The difference between Religion & Spirituality 

 

“Religion alone will not save you. No religion will save you if you live in mental 

darkness, fear, hate, and anger.” 

- Iyanla Vanzant 

 

 

Someone once asked me this question, “what is the difference between religion 

and spirituality?” I was taken aback by such a great question. For the young lady who 

asked me this, and for those who may have the same question, here is my response for 

what “separates” religion from spirituality, and also what unites the two.  

I will like to start off by saying first that, religion is not a bad thing, it is the 

understanding and in many areas, the teachings of it that I have seen to cause confusion 

and corruption. For many, religion is taken as a mental and spiritual discipline, and it 

makes them feel belonging within a family group, as well as comfortable with knowing 

that there is a benevolent father watching over them. This isn’t a bad thing; this is what 

connects spirituality with religion. Yet there are others who claim religion, but using it 

as a scapegoat away from their demons, using it as their responsibility to take charge of 

their life, and also using it for label purposes. There are those who use the ranks in 

religion to feel a hierarchy over others, to be able to discipline others and say it is in “the 

word” that you need to live how I tell you to live, so you can go to the place where I 

promise you will live happily ever after for eternity, and not the place where you will 

burn for eternity. This is used to scare people like scaring children, and as a scared 

people, if you are all they see as their protector, your ideology is adopted. This use of 

religion is toxic; it is not good.  

There are different phases in life, all of our paths are different and we each evolve 

at our own pace, some in harmony with others. Depending on the stage of a people’s 

evolution, religion is good. If it helps them grow and understand themselves more, then 

it is a necessary path for their journey. However, religion teaches that there is a being in 

the heavens (sky) whom we all must pray to for our salvation, our worries & troubles, 

and for forgiveness when we sin. It teaches us that there is a heaven in the sky and a hell 

that is below. All of these are wrong. Hell is here I believe; this world is hell depending 

on the energy which we live within. This world is also heaven. We all live in a different 

vibration, we do not each vibrate the same and share the same energy, which is why one 

man’s heaven does not have to agree with another man’s paradise. And one’s hell cannot 

be compared to another man’s despair.  
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We are here to learn lessons and we suffer so that our spirit may evolve. 

Everything that we go through teaches us. Pain, hardships, heartbreaks, and all other 

things we pray that we didn’t go through teaches us. Religions say that we must pray for 

our pain to go away, pray that we do not have to suffer anymore. Well if our suffering is 

done, then that means our time here is too.  

The praying to a “sky God” is something that I see as disabling human beings 

from actually reaching God, especially my people, the black race. The sooner we realize 

that God exists within us, that we each have an “over-self” or “higher-self” which we 

must pray to, and that heaven is created through the harmonic vibrations we share with 

each other, the better in we will be in our understanding of God, ourselves, the universe, 

and all life forms within. 

Many who are religious follow a specific doctrine which they believe to be 

governed by the source of what is known as “The Bible” or the Qur’an. It is a book which 

guides them, it is a book which tells them if what they are doing is right or wrong, and 

for each book there are many so called “leaders” who claim to be the appointed director 

for “the word” that is found in the books. Every religion has a code of ethics, a practice, 

and principles which everyone must follow if they are to claim a part in the specific 

religion. However, not everyone follows these principles and at most times, it is the so 

called “leader” who ends up being exposed as a hypocrite to “the word.” There are many 

scrambles in religion, there have been many wars fought over it.  

“I believe in God, but not as one thing, not as an old man in the sky. I believe that 

what people call God is something in all of us. I believe that what Jesus and Mohammed 

and Buddha and all the rest said was right. It’s just that the translations have gone 

wrong.” 

- John Lennon 

 

Many who are strictly religious are bound by manmade laws, identified by the 

writing hand and the speaking tongue. They are judged by their own consistency to 

rituals and practices. Imagine following a leader who is made of flesh like you, obeying 

what he commands to be either just or unjust. For you, he defines what the meaning of 

life is, for you. He is known as the master of ceremonies. Now simply being spiritual, 

believing in the spiritual essence, understanding the elements of what they call 

spirituality, allows one the connection to the laws which govern the universe and all 

universal beings. You have no identification besides being the child of the master 

creator, you may call the master Allah/God/Jehovah/The Source/Yahweh, etc. 

(Although I am not aligned with a particular religion, I understand that the other names 

for God are nothing but different languages spoken, and for certain connected reasons, I 

personally use either Allah or The Source, when referring to the father of the heavens).  

I have found that through spirituality, you seek for no voice to guide you besides the 

one that speaks to you. It is the language of the heart. We are all judged by our 
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conscience, the principles we know we are to keep, and the hand which we use to draw 

our paths in the universe. Our faith, sincerity, being just, our nobility, our show of 

goodness and mercy for those high and low, the rich and the poor, the wise and the 

ignorant, is how we are judged. In the end, it is the essence of the child which will be our 

judge. The child is able to pull away curtains and decipher truth from falsehood. The 

child understands divine love and can pick a part the vibrations which resemble its 

counterparts. The spiritual eye understands this clearly.  

 

.                                                                                                                                                        . 

 

Romans 8:5-9 

Those who live according to the flesh have their minds set on what the 

flesh desires, but those who live in accordance with the Spirit have 

their minds set on what the Spirit desires. 6 The mind governed by the 

flesh is death, but the mind governed by the Spirit is life and peace. 
7 The mind governed by the flesh is hostile to God; it does not submit to 

God’s law, nor can it do so. 8 Those who are in the realm of the flesh 

cannot please God. 

9 You, however, are not in the realm of the flesh but are in the realm of 

the Spirit, if indeed the Spirit of God lives in you. 

.                                                                                                                                                        . 

 

 

 Is religion a bad thing? Are the Holy Bible & the Noble Qur’an toxic scripture? 

Within both books, I have found honest principles and noble laws that in my belief, fit 

well for humanity. So I myself would be a hypocrite if I were to claim either text to be 

scriptures of deceit. However, like a child that is born and raised to be conditioned by 

parents who are unjust & deceitful, or when a child leaves home and is adopted by an 

unjust civilization, so is the same when the scriptures are taken up by faux teachers. 

There is a similar effect on the people, that there is to the child who was raised corrupt. 

Every farm land has its bad seed, and it is those that deny eternal life but promise death, 

which is what makes religion so corrupt. Eternal life which is what is truth, a death 

which is what is falsehood; that which seems to be but will not last.  

 An addiction to anything is deadly. Both the Holy Bible & the Qur’an guides 

meant to help us see the pathways in life. The bible itself is a compilation of many books 

and it is not the only book meant to govern mankind. Many of us claim Jesus to be our 

one and only salvation and it is him who many of us are awaiting to appear, to free us 
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from the “hell on Earth”.  Jesus himself confesses that he is not the final salvation of 

mankind.  

 

- John 16:7 

But very truly I tell you, it is for your good that I am going away. 

Unless I go away, the Advocate will not come to you; but if I go, I will 

send him to you. 8 When he comes, he will prove the world to be in the 

wrong about sin and righteousness and judgment: 9 about sin, because 

people do not believe in me; 10 about righteousness, because I am going 

to the Father, where you can see me no longer; 11 and about judgment, 

because the prince of this world now stands condemned. 

12 “I have much more to say to you, more than you can now bear. 13 But 

when he, the Spirit of truth, comes, he will guide you into all the truth. 

He will not speak on his own; he will speak only what he hears, and he 

will tell you what is yet to come. 14 He will glorify me because it is from 

me that he will receive what he will make known to you. 15 All that 

belongs to the Father is mine. That is why I said the Spirit will receive 

from me what he will make known to you.” 

 

 For the scriptures within the holy texts to be both understandable and relatable, 

we must understand that they are codes of law, and it is only the conscious eye that can 

comprehend these laws. 

 The conscious eye understands that there is no set religion meant to govern all of 

the mankind. That for truth, love, peace, freedom & justice to manifest here, it is best for 

us to understand that there is one master creator, and everything that has life comes 

from the source that is God/Allah/Jehovah… 

 To know God is to know thyself, and to comprehend the spiritual essence is to 

know the line uniting divinity and matter. The higher self and the lower self.  
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The Two Selves 

 

- The higher self is the human spirit clothed with soul, made in the form of 

Allah. The higher self is Allah in man and so cannot pass away. It is the 

embodiment of truth. The higher self is justice, mercy, love & rightfulness in 

manifest. 

- The lower self is the carnal self, the flesh, body of desires. It is a reflection of 

our higher selves yet distorted by the murky ethers of the flesh. The lower self 

is but an illusion, and so will pass away. The lower self is not truth, but 

falsehood manifest. It breeds hatred, slander, murder, and everything that is 

toxic to the self. It is rich in its promises and temporary satisfaction, but poor 

in peace & blessings. Its temporary satisfaction is the cause that leads to 

unrest, misery, and death. The lower self presents apples that are enticing to 

the eyes & ears, as well as tasteful in its scent. Yet what is unseen is its cores 

that are full of bitterness and gall. 

Full faith in religion with no interpretation of its doctrine is the appearance of the lower 

self. Connection to the spirit and obedience to the laws that govern life is the presence of 

the higher self. 

 

John 38:33 

“Do you know the ordinances of heaven? (Laws of the universe) 

can you set their dominion over the earth?” 

 

 

 If it be any pastor or so called religious leader who comes to you promising to be 

the beholder of truth, and the one who was granted the guide for all, or promises to you 

personally, favors for your survival; first, listen to your heart; next, ask the questions 

found in Job 38:16-41.  
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The World is an Addiction 

 

The world is an addiction. The weather is not the only thing that is cold sometimes. 

Sometimes, we do things in reaction to a sparked emotion. Lustful excitement can thrive 

a man to do many things, many things which we may later regret.  

We gain a life just to lose our soul.  

The world is an addiction. Attachment is normal, it happens because we're human. It 

would make no sense to not have any attachments here, it would mean that the vessel is 

not serving its purpose. We must be careful of our attachments that they do not do harm 

to our spirit, that we can still remain in control of our minds. 

You're still human, we're still human. Shit happens, life changes, evolution takes place 

every time we breathe. There isn’t a moment of non-movement.  

The world is an addiction. It gets difficult for the struggling minds because coping with 

certain truths of life can be scary. This is a reality created for us, yet we create our own 

dreams and nightmares in it. 

What is hell? Where is heaven? You decide it. Where is your smile and how is it formed? 

What is misery and how are we its company? These answers we all have. But this world 

is an addiction, and people are in search for the medicine for this addiction.  

There is no Lucy pill, the substance of that pill resides within you. What that means is 

this… All along we have had the cure for our own "disability". The disability to see the 

truth through falsehood and recognize illusions. We have the cure for the air, to clear 

away the toxic we breathe. We have the cure for the substance that keeps us dense in 

ignorance. We live our lives the way we mean to. 

The world is an addiction. Good or bad? 

That depends on the addict. The world is an addiction. 
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Honoring Jesus without Religion 

 

 

 

Jesus appears, fully materialized, before Apollo and the Silent Brotherhood 
in Greece. 

“Behold, for I have risen from the dead with gifts for men. I bring to you the title of your 

baste estate.  

All in power in heaven and earth is mine; to you, I give all power in heaven and earth.  

Go forth and teach the nations of the earth the Gospel of the resurrection of the dead 

and of eternal life through Jesus, the love of Allah made manifest to men.” 

And then he clasped Apollo’s hand and said: “My human flesh was changed to higher 

form by love divine and I can manifest in the flesh or in the higher planes of life at will.  

What I can do all men can do. Go teach the Gospel of the Omnipotence of man.” 

Then Jesus disappeared, but Greece and Crete and all the nations heard. 

 

 

 There have been many debates concerning the existence of Jesus the Christ. Like 

Shakespeare, some say he never existed, others argue that there’s proof he did. I’m not 

concerned with any of it. Whether or not he lived or if he’s simply a myth, is of no 

concern to me. I bow down to his principles, I honor Christ for his ability to stay about, 

and no matter what they may have done to Jesus he did not lose his quality. For these 

reasons, he continues to work as an inspiration to my life. It is for that reason also, for 

why I call him my brother. 

My brother once said to his disciples, 

“Deception is hypocrisy, and you shall not assume to be what you are not.  

You may not clothe yourselves in special garb to advertise your piety, nor yet 

Assume the tone of voice that men conceive to be a holy voice. 

And when you give to aid the needy ones, blow not a trumpet in the street,  
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Nor synagogue to advertise your gift. 

He who does alms for praise of men has his reward from men; but God 

Regardeth not. 

In giving alms, do not let the right hand know the secret of the left.” 

 

I study Jesus; I have read all that I have been able to obtain on his life, and 

believe for there to be more. The above quote from Jesus is from one of my favorite 

writings on his life, “The Aquarian Gospel,” which is a highly controversial document 

pertaining to the life of Jesus, but so is the Bible. Christians have argued that the bible 

teaches them all they need to know about Jesus and that it holds all the truth one needs 

to know. Well, I say this, if I were Jesus, and I was such a great man and a miracle as 

they claimed me to be yet, there was only one book referencing me on the days that I 

lived, I’d be a furious Christ. Matter of fact, I’d come back to Earth and reintroduce 

myself to the world, just to set the record straight. But seriously, to claim that you love 

and teach Jesus yet remain so limited on the knowledge you have of him, and disregard 

the search for more, is false leading to me. There's more to him than the bible tells us.  

 He was an honorable man, hated because he would not allow a man to be his God 

or worship other men as gods. They challenged him and he passed every test. He was a 

cure for the sick and a healer for the disabled. It was his vibrations, the energy which he 

brought with him that moved people. Jesus represents a law and his Christhood was a 

governance for his principles. I always advise people, “Look deeper than the scriptures 

you’ve been reading if you are to truly understand Christ. If you love him like you say, 

study him”. When you study Jesus, you realize that there were so many lessons and 

messages which he brought to mentor mankind, although he came and caused division, 

his only real objective was to inspire a new form of Unity. 

 

               Luke 12:51 

“Do you suppose that I came to bring peace on Earth? I tell you, not at all, 

but rather division.” 

Mathew 10:35 

“For I have come to ‘set a man against his father, a daughter against her 

mother, and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law; and ‘- man’s 

enemies will be those of his own household.” 
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Be careful and be mindful thought; studying the Christ may force you into the realm of 

darkness, your lower selves, but only to remove the blind eye and allow you to see 

yourself.  
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How to keep A Slave, A Slave?  

 

“My fear was not of death itself, but a death without meaning.” 

- Huey P Newton, a Revolutionary 

 

Regardless how we feel about it, we have to acknowledge that white supremacy 

was a genius objective. “What?” It worked. The process of slavery worked. CointelPro 

((an acronym for Counter Intelligence Program) was a series of covert and often illegal 

projects, conducted by the United States Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) aimed at 

surveilling, infiltrating, discrediting, and disrupting domestic organizations deemed 

“subversive”) worked! 

Classes needed to be divided, status needed to change, people needed to run the 

world, others were needed to run the game. What’s a chess board without its pawns? 

What’s America without the enslavement of blacks? As I look upon this, I can see that 

there are people who are celebrating the default distress that was placed on a whole 

entire race and nation. Whoever wanted to win, won; but what is winning? Satisfaction? 

Pleasure? Victory over another man's loss? How long do these emotions last, until 

death? Ask yourself, what will you be held accountable for regarding the things you’ve 

done in this life when you're in judgement for the next? With everything having its end 

how long do you stay winning?  

 

“Nay, we gave the luxuries of this life to these men and their fathers 

until the period grew long for them. See they not that We gradually 

reduce the land (in their control) from its outlying borders? Is it then           

they who will overcome?” 

Qur’an “Al-Anbiya (21) 

 

In order to be a succeeding oppressor, one must separate from the conscious of 

their higher selves and allow the lower self to govern. The oppressor must disregard the 

peoples need for following natural law principles. Now that you know what it takes to 

keep people distracted from their own conscious, you can set fear to be above all things 

that govern them.  A slave is useless unless made afraid. What works best for the system 

is to have a people (slaves) be even more afraid of their own kind, hateful of their own 

selves. Forget who they used to be and forget who or what used to rule them, you’re their 

God now.  
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Goals of COINTELPRO: 

Prevent the COALITION of militant Black Nationalist groups.  In 
unity there is strength; a truism that is no less valid for all its triteness. 
 
Prevent the RISE OF A "MESSIAH" who could unify, and 
electrify, the militant black nationalist movement.  Malcolm X might have 
been such a "messiah;" he is the martyr of the movement today.  Martin 
Luther King, Stokely Carmichael and Elijah Muhammed all aspire to this 
position.  Elijah Muhammed is less of a threat because of his age.  King 
could be a very real contender for this position should he abandon his 
supposed "obedience" to "white, liberal doctrines" (nonviolence) and embrace 
black nationalism.  Carmichael has the necessary charisma to be a real 
threat in this way. 
 

Prevent VIOLENCE on the part of Black Nationalist groups. 

Prevent militant Black Nationalist groups and leaders from 
gaining RESPECTABILITY, by discrediting them to three separate segments of 
the community.  The goal of discrediting black nationalists must be handled 
tactically in three ways.  You must discredit those groups and individuals 
to, first, the responsible Negro community.  Second, they must be 
discredited to the white community, both the responsible community and to 
"liberals" who have vestiges of sympathy for militant black nationalist simply because they are 
Negroes.  Third, these groups must be discredited in the eyes of Negro radicals, the followers of the 
movement. 
 
A final goal should be to prevent the long-range GROWTH of 
militant black organizations, especially among youth.  Specific tactics to 
prevent these groups from converting young people must be developed. 

 

If you can be a master of this, you can be the master of not just thousands, but 

millions of people. Is it possible for God to be betrayed due to the supreme kindness of 

his heart? A man can only be made a slave when he is unaware of his own identity when 

he has no genetic literacy, and when he is unable to interact with nature itself in order to 

provide wealth for himself. A black man is a slave as long as he is unaware of whom he is 

and that his image is that of a king. A woman becomes easily oppressed when the man of 

the household is not the man who is in the home. If it is not the husband who is 

providing for his wife, aiding her mentally, physically and spiritually, be assure that 

there is someone who is. The agenda set on the human race is very clear. Keep the 

people unbothered to know of themselves and you’ll have peaceful seasons. Your 

ignorance is indeed someone else's bliss. 
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Where are you now and how did you get there? If situations from the past were 

different, where would we be today? So many of us fantasize about the “what if” 

possibilities that we don’t recognize the ‘what is.’  

The ‘what is’ is I, me, you, we, God, and the spirit within. None of what I named is 

separate from the other, but unified as one. The ‘what is’ is that you are not handicapped 

from being aware and pursuing your every desire in life. You want to be free, you can be 

free. The universe reacts when we work with it. Your mind is your only disability; your 

will to fight is the cure.  

 

As a child, I have always sought after my own truth. I was eager to find the proof 

of things and figure out the “whys” to everything. I loved and respected my parents just 

as I do today, but I did not allow them to teach me everything. For all the things in life 

one can only understand when encountered, I had to learn for myself. What some may 

call “suicidal decisions”, I was daring enough to make many of those decisions in my life. 

It was due to a feeling that I’ve always had but could never explain. I knew that this path 

taken was the one necessary for my growth. God sent me here for a reason, and I must 

be about my masters’ mission. 

So for all the things I’ve done and continue to do that may seem odd, just have 

faith in me family; this is my journey. 

Oh, I’m sorry. I was supposed to inform how to keep a slave a slave, wasn’t I? There that 

“black man” goes again, dishing more than he can bear on his plate. I’ve always had that 

issue. 
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At last 

 
 

Who are you? Could you answer that or would you allow someone else to confess 

your own identity? Are blacks 14th amendment citizens or are we human? What is it that 

separates the two meanings? What does it mean to be a “citizen” and not a “Citizen”? 

Who are we? Are we aboriginals as many claims? Were we here before the “Atlantic 

Slave Trade”? What is with these Olmec heads they are finding all over the country and 

in Mexico? Did we arrive long before Columbus? Why is celebrating “Columbus Day” 

not considered a hate crime? Who are you? If someone came to you with these 

questions, how would you answer?  

Aren't you a boss? Aren't you a king or a queen? If so, then take what’s yours and 

bring it home. But then where is home? Who else's hands need to provide you with your 

property besides your own? What is it that you expect to receive from life? Love, peace, 

freedom, justice? Do you have any collateral for the things which you expect to receive? 

What we expect to receive, we must also be able to give. Our actions, our hearts, our 

intentions are all the collateral that is necessary to receive the harmonious things in life. 

No one is going to give us a damn thing; it is the time that we forfeit this belief because, 

to be honest, no one owes us a damn thing but to let us be free and claim what we own. 

 

We should know our nationality, own our own culture. 

We should own our right to breathe and we should own our rights to live as 

sovereigns and obey the only natural law.  

We own ourselves, and we should own our own nation.  

 

Nobody can "let" you & I be free. We have to break these chains ourselves. 

Remember what the boy said, “what is it that defines me? Not you. I’ll never be what you 

claim me to be. I define myself.” We can word it any way we want; the meaning will still 

remain the same as when I said it. Yeah, I was that little boy. Determined to have my 

own identity and to be my own person, not someone else’s person. They may have 

gotten away with it with my ancestors, but not I. That was my mentality at age nine.  

But how? How do we gain freedom? We start first by identifying our status in this 

country. Who are we according to law? I feel that black people should form a body 

politic so that we can govern our own people, set laws and judge in our own courts. We 

must gain control over our food and water supply so that we are no longer dependent 

but are independents. This is how a “black people” can be free. There are no chains 

that're keeping black people enslaved. The only lock you have on you is the one you 

refuse to break open. We each have a key. Salvation is but a mile away. I feel as if 
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heaven, is not just expending one person to arrive at the gates, but a whole nation. So 

how about it, are you or are you ain’t, fit to be a slave.  
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A Prophets Conversation with God 

 

Prophet: Father, you send me on a mission to help a people whom you love more 

than I. I do not have the patience you have. Do You want love for a people who hate, and 

justice for a people who sin in your name? I do not understand. 

God: What did you understand before you were taught how to speak and identify 

things by their names? How did your consciousness of things develop if you were not 

taught? Every child needs a teacher, and these are my children, and you are my child, 

and these are your brothers & sisters, your earthly mothers, and fathers.  

Prophet: But they have betrayed you, father. 

God: They only betrayed me after they had forgotten me. I am God and there is 

only one of me. I know what I created when I made humans. They are human and, 

therefore, can bare but so much. You were once a child ignorant of many things yet, your 

parents and those who came to teach you, bared with you. Have you forgotten things? 

Prophet: No I have not. But why me as a teacher when I have so much to learn 

myself? I have not yet completely figured out myself, so how could I possibly guide 

others? 

God: If you believe in the possibility for yourself, you can believe it in others. That 

is what I meant for unity to be. Understanding & patient. The people do not need a 

master, they have seen it first-hand what happens when they are calling another master, 

and what that means for them. Their teacher must be among them, learning with them 

so that they are able to connect with them in a way that will help all of them connect to 

me. Yes, there are many things that you do not know and still need to learn, however, 

you are able to have a dialogue with me. You have found me. Now you must teach my 

children how to know that their father is alive and that all that I am, is also all that 

makes them be. You know how to find me, and that is what the people need.  

Prophet: And how will they be convinced?  

God: Once they have found me, there will no longer be any questions. You say 

that you are unfit to be a slave, therefore, you broke your chains. Once I am found… 

Prophet: Father? 

God: Once I am found… 

Prophet: Once you are found, then what? 

God: Once I am found… They will know. 

Prophet: They will know what? 

God: They will know… Once I am found 
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Prophet: Father, they believe you do not mourn. 

God: Say, the throne of Allah shakes even when the smallest thing is killed.  
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“I am unfit to be a slave.” Evil can only harm us if we allow it to thrive in our 

presence. Stand united. 

Peace… 
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What you are about to read is what I have compiled together known as the “Principles of 

Unity.” Something like the 48 laws of power, it is a list of principles which I recommend 

my brothers and sisters and their families, to look over, discuss, and determine for 

themselves if it is necessary for these principles to be implemented in their own lives. 

Determine whether or not these principles would be benefiting for us all to follow and 

practice in our daily lives. 

 

 

 

Principles of Unity 

 

1. Divine Love 

2. Sincerity 

3. Faith 

4. Justice 

5. Philanthropy 

6. Fearlessness 

7. Truth 
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Divine Love 

 

“This is what we call love. When you are loved, you can do 

anything in creation. When you are loved, there's no need at all to 

understand what's happening, because everything happens 

within you.”  

― Paulo Coelho, The Alchemist 

 

True love is pure and is universal; it connects all things as a seed 
from and of the creator. Having the consciousness that the spirit 
of the source not only resides within oneself but also within ones 
fellow brethren and companions, is Divine Love. Know all that 
has life is also a living part of you. To love God is to be able to see 
this unity. The sources’ existence is in every vibration, and to love 
not hate nor scorn, that which is just made in the different form of 
you is the true love of God.  There is no true Unity without Divine 
Love. 

 

 

Sincerity 

 

Be the idol of what you speak and the principles for which you 
stand for. This is the best way to teach or to be an example for the 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/566.Paulo_Coelho
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/4835472
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people; we all must live what we preach. We cannot scream for 
justice and fairness among all, yet attend to the same oppression 
and crimes we claim to be fighting. It is a crime against self and 
your fellow brethren to be a man who serves two masters. Do not 
deceive yourselves by being a false witness against what you 
stand for and separating from those who stand by you. Brothers 
and sisters must be honest in their actions and not only appear 
truthful in words but, true as well in their deeds. 

 

Faith 

 

Be confident in your fellow brethren if you are to call them 
family. If a man is one you call brother or husband, a woman you 
call sister or wife, you must know that these aren’t just titles for 
fun. The family is what keeps UNITY erect. Our obligation is to 
loyalty, showing fidelity to those in our circle whose standing we 
support, and to those who have invested their trust in us. True 
faith comes from connection to the spirit and the understanding 
of the universal language which is voiced from the soul. All is 
vibrations, all is energy, and it is the source that we are all 
connected. Faith is understanding the universal law of cause & 
effect. That “Every cause has its effect; every effect has its cause.” 
With faith, there is no disappointment, there is no lack of trust in 
the divine powers. What is to be, will be, and what was cannot be 
undone. Faith occupied by action is what manifests our dreams 
into reality. It is what transforms our words from breath into solid 
form. Faith is knowing that the greatest guide we can have is the 
heart. 
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Justice 

 

Peace in our society depends on justice. No person should judge 
another without first seeing themselves. For one to be a judge 
they must be free of guilt. See yourself and you’ll see that you 
have no place to judge. There is no walking man that can cast a 
stone on another man for a sin when he himself is not without sin. 
Who is innocent? Who is pure? No man can judge for one man nor 
is there one man appointed to judge all. However, this isn’t to say 
we cannot hold a person or that we ourselves cannot be held 
accountable for our actions if they betray our principles. Judge 
fairly and allow a trial. It is a deceit to slay a man when he hasn’t 
been given a fair case to prove his innocence. Deceit is a betrayal 
of our principles. Do not allow temptation to lure you to covet 
what is the property of another. Do not allow temptation to 
provoke you to strike your fellow man/woman. Do not corrupt or 
tempt the sacredness of another man’s wife nor lure any woman 
into guilty passions of the flesh. We must Honor good men as we 
would want our sons to honor us. Honor good women as we would 
want our daughters to honor us. Do to others what you would 
have others do to you. If it is the beauty that you see when you 
look into the mirror, let it be the beauty that you find when you 
look upon another. To see the opposite first without good reason, 
are traits of the hateful and insecure. Be faithful to the trusts 
relied upon you. Hear your conscience in your works, let it be the 
satisfaction that sets upon your heart and not greed. Take 
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advantage of no one, not even the ignorant. Do not oppress the 
poor but serve them as a family. Respect your debts. Pay to it 
what is owed: respect honor, be honorable and do not keep to self 
what isn’t yours.  

 

 

Philanthropy 

 

No man that stands is more erect than any other man that walks 
the same concrete as him. To hear cries of need and yet do 
nothing is a soulless crime. No man is above the state of his 
people. The state of our people represents our own if we are to 
claim the love of our people, and if we are to honor the source 
that is God. Each one is one, we are all governed by the same 
laws and we are all children of the same creator. Help the 
helpless, feed the hungry, clothe the naked, heal the sick, and 
speak good words of harmony to those who is vague of love, 
which is lost in their path. Help guide them to enlightenment just 
as we were also lost in the darkness, but have now gained sight.  

 

 

Fearlessness 

 

The chains that bound man in the flesh to the ground which he is 
able to stand on is nothing but an illusion. Fear is man’s creation 
in his own mind. Man can determine the stats of his own strength 
and weakness. What appears able to break or destroy you, what 
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allows you to rise and conquer, what keeps us in depth or shallow, 
we all have control over. Fear is the chariot that rides man to his 
death. Now when man awakens his eye, he is able to see that the 
chariot which fear abides is nothing but a myth and that mortal 
death is nothing but a childish nightmare. The key to unlocking 
the chains that bind us to the illusions that make us afraid to 
stand as gods and remain, peasant, we behold in our own will 
power and faith. The man is his own prevention at will. 
Fearlessness is the heart of the lion, it is the strength of the titan, 
and it is the vision for the blind. Fearlessness is needed for all to 
abide by these principles, it is the dominant trait of UNITY. We 
cannot be mighty with our words yet timid when challenged. We 
must be able to stand firm against and defeat from our tribe that 
which segregates our principles. 
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Truth 

 

What we all must stand for is truth, and what we all must stand 
against is a falsehood. The truth is eternal and cannot change. 
When truth is understood ease is settled in. The man that knows 
the truth does not bother debating foolish things which are but 
opinions are driven by emotion. There are two things that exist 
within us, truth and falsehood. The man is both, as he has two 
selves, the higher self, and the lower self, both truth and 
falsehood strangely mixed. The Holy Breath is truth; it is that 
which was, is, and forever shall be; it can neither change nor pass 
away. The man himself is the breath made flesh. In truth, 
whatever has been made will be unmade, and that which has its 
beginning has its end. Everything that appears are just 
vibrations, reflections just appearing before human sight, when 
conditions change they disappear. Falsehood is only what seems 
to be; temporary satisfactions, allurements, all things that have a 
timeline. The truth is what is eternal; it is the spirit, it is the source 
for all, it is the universal laws which govern all, it is the principles 
set for mankind to abide. Falsehood is the opposite of the truth, it 
is what governs the things that keep us separated from the spirit 
source. The truth is in UNITY as UNITY is in Truth. We are spiritual 
beings clothed by flesh, and because of this we are eternal. It is 
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the truth that sets us free from flesh made things, and it is the 
truth that keeps us in sync with heaven. 
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ALLah AL-Hayyul-Qayyum 
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